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CHAPTER I 
DCTRODUCTION 
I 1. Atmospheric e l e c t r i c i t y - the part played by precipitation. 
The e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n of ra i n may be studied i n connexion 
with thunderstom a c t i v i t y , atmospheric ionization, and v e r t i c a l 
e l e c t r i c f i e l d s and currents i n the atmosphere. We w i l l consider 
these phenomena xxrder headings representing two broadly defined 
and inevitably overlapping problems. 
I l . a. The maintenance of the earth's charge. 
I n f i n e weather there i s a v e r t i c a l e l e c t r i c f i e l d i n the 
atmosphere, directed downwards and conventionally positive. The 
earth, which i s a conductor, therefore carries a negative bound 
charge on that part of i t s surface which i s experiencing f i n e 
weather. At the same time the a i r , which i s always to some extent 
ionized, carries an ionic conduction current vsMch tends to 
neutralize the bound charge, Chalmers (l949, page 118) calculates 
from results f o r Kew that the surface of the earth near Kew would 
lose i t s bound charge by means of the conduction current i n 48 minutes, 
were there no means of replenishing i t . Over the sea and i n country 
d i s t r i c t s where the conduction current i s higher the time would be 
even less. The charge may be replenished by the transfer of 
positive or negative e l e c t r i c i t y t o or from the earth by ionic 
conduction current, point discharge current, precipitation current, 
and l i g h t n i n g , occurring at any part of the earth's surface. 
Wormell (1930) and Chalmers (1949, page 120) have made estimates 
of the balance of charge transferred t o 1 sq. Km. of the earth's 
surface by these processes i n the course of a year. Although the 
estimates are only very approximate, observational data being l i m i t e d , 
the results do show that the processes enumerated may together 
produce no net transfer of charge to or from the earth. The 
contribution of rain charge i n England i s estimated at about + 20 
coulombs, which should be compared with the greatest contribution, 
which i s about -120 coulombs, by point discharge, 
I l . b . The separation of charge. 
The norroal f i n e weather positive f i e l d corresponds to a 
potential difference between the ionosphere and the earth. The 
fluct u a t i n g f i e l d s of either sign associated with disturbed weather 
and p a r t i c u l a r l y with thunderstorms show that there i s a separation 
of e l e c t r i c charge i n the atmosphere. There have been several 
attempts to account f o r t h i s sepsiration of charge, and we w i l l 
consider the main ones b r i e f l y . I n each one water has an essential 
r o l e , whether i n the form of cloud particles ( s o l i d or liquid) or as 
pr e c i p i t a t i o n (again solid or l i q u i d ) , I n general the separation 
of chaise taJtes place i n two stages. F i r s t there i s some process 
whereby a pr e c i p i t a t i o n or cloud p a r t i c l e and the surrounding a i r 
become oppositely charged. Then there i s the r e l a t i v e movement of 
these two chargesj usually b^ convection, giving the separation of 
charge i n space. 
Simpson (1927) based his ^ breaking drop theozy' of the 
separation of charge i n thunderclouds on the phenomenon observed by 
Lenard (l892) and further investigated by Simpson (1909) that when 
water drops are broken i n a i r the water fragnents have a positive 
charge and the a i r acquires a negative charge. According to 
Simpson's o r i g i n a l theory drops of water carried up i n convection 
currents go through many cycles of breaking and coalescing. The 
negatively charged a i r i s carried up above the positively charged 
water drops, giving r i s e to an upper negative and a lower positive 
charge accumulation i n the cloud. Such a cloud i s said to be of 
negative p o l a r i t y . 
Subsequent investigations by Simpson and Scrase (l937) 
have shown that t h i s picture i s wrong, and that the thundercloud i s 
of positive p o l a r i t y . Moreover the level of charge separation i s 
above freezing l e v e l where cloud particles are s o l i d , or, even i f 
they are. supercooled water, w i l l freeze on coalescing. This rules 
out e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n by breaking drops f o r producing the main 
separation of charge giving a cloud of positive p o l a r i t y . A 
localized zone of positive charge usually found near the cloud base 
by Simpson and Scrase (1937) and Simpson and Robinson (1940) may 
well resxilt from ihe breaking of drops as i n Simpson's o r i g i n a l theory, 
Simpson and Scrase (1937) have therefore put forward a new theozy -
the ' i c e - f r i c t i o n theory' - according to which ice particles i n 
the cloud rub together, the larger particles acquiring a negative 
charge and slowly sinking, leaving the a i r above positively charged. 
This results i n a positive cloud as usually found. 
According to Wilson's 'ion-capture theory' (l929) drops of 
water f a l l i n g i n a cloud are polarized by an existing v e r t i c a l e l e c t r i c 
f i e l d . ^or a positive f i e l d the drops carry an upper negative and a 
lower positive charge. By the selective capture of the upward-moving 
negative ions (the a i r always being to some extent ionized) the drops 
acquire a net negative charge. ^he resulting deficiency of negative 
ions gives the cloud a layer of positive char^ge at the top and negative 
char;ge near i t s base, that i s , the cloud i s of positive p o l a r i t y . 
Below such a cloud the f i e l d i s negative (directed downward), and 
so r a i n w i l l be mainly p o s i t i v e l y charged, which i s what i s usually 
found. Whipple and Chalmers (1944) have developed Wilson's theory 
quantitatively, and Chalmers (1947) has shown that on account of 
d i e l e c t r i c polajrization ice crystals should be even more effective 
i n the selective capture of ions than water drops of the same mass. 
Laboratory experiments by Gott (1933, 1935) on the cap-ftire of ions 
by drops of water f a l l i n g i n a v e r t i c a l f i e l d give results i n keeping 
with Wilson's theory. 
Gunn (1935) performed laboratory experiments which supported 
the theoretical conclusion that a water drop evaporating carries a 
positive charge, and a negative char^ge when condensing. Frcm t h i s 
he elaborated a theory of charge separation i n thunderclouds. 
Later (l947) he measured r a i n drop charges vath apparatus attached 
to an a i r c r a f t f l y i n g below a precipitating cloud. E l e c t r i c f i e l d 
measurements showed that the r a i n p a r t i c l e charges were largely 
neutralized by nearby charges. The separation of these opposite 
charges would immediately produce the high f i e l d s associated with 
thunderstorms. 
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Chalmers (l943) has c r i t i c i s e d the i c e - f r i c t i o n theory on 
the grounds that from the results of Simpson and Scrase (l937) with 
the alti-electrograph the separation of charge occurs at heights 
j u s t above the freezing l e v e l where there are also supercooled water 
droplets and not merely ice-crystals. According to Bergeron's 
theory of r a i n formation (1933) these droplets freeze on coalescing 
with ice p a r t i c l e s , building up precipitation particles which below 
the freezing level melt to form r a i n . On the sudden freezing with 
- the coalescence, i t i s suggested that positive charge i s released, 
the drop carrying away negative charge, and the sepauration i s effected, 
Findeisen (1943) has put forward a theory as a r e s u l t of 
his laboratory observation of the shedding of mainly negatively 
charged ice-splinters by a surface on vihioh. ice crystals are being 
deposited by sublimation. Mostly positively charged splinters are 
formed i n the reverse process. I f an e l e c t r i c f i e l d exceeding a 
certain minimum i s applied to the surface the splinters formed are 
mainly opposite i n sign to the f i e l d . I n clouds, particles of ice 
w i l l give negative or positive splinters according t o conditions i n 
the a i r , r e s u l t i n g i n charge separation as the main particles f a l l . 
I n some circumstances an existing f i e l d may be very much increased 
to values found i n thunderstorms. 
Frenkel (1946) bases a theory on the fact that water 
droplets i n ionised a i r take on a negative charge. The sinking of 
the droplets under geavity produces the separation of charge observed 
i n clouds. This theory i s of inte r e s t i n connexion ra.th negative 
f i e l d s observed i n mist and low-lying stcatus cloud when there i s no 
p r e c i p i t a t i o n . Chalmers and L i t t l e (1947) have observed such 
negative f i e l d s at Durham during 1939, and I have observed the same 
phenomenon on several occasions during 1948, I n these cases the 
separation of char^ge necessary to produce the negative f i e l d may 
well be due to an agency such as Frenkel describes. 
I 2, The o r i g i n of r a i n char^ges. 
As p r e c i p i t a t i o n appears t o play an essential part i n the 
main separation of charge i n 'rain-clouds' the p r e c i p i t a t i o n particles 
w i l l begin t h e i r downward ;joumey to the earth carrying a charge. 
According to the various theories of charge separation already 
mentioned we then have the following p o s s i b i l i t i e s for the sign of 
the i n i t i a l charge:-
(a) Ion-capture theory (Wilson); negative ( f o r a positive cloud)j 
(t>) I c e - f r i c t i o n theory (Simpsaft and Scrase) ; negative; 
(c) Breaking drop theory f o r cloud base localized charge; positive; 
(d) Gunn's theory; negative (because of condensatiorO; 
(e) Chalmers theory; negative; 
( f ) Findeisen's theory; positive or negative (according to i n i t i e i l 
conditions of temperatiore or f i e l d ) ; 
( j ) Frenkel's theory: negative. 
Superimposed on the i n i t i a l charge of the prec i p i t a t i o n 
p a r t i c l e s w i l l be charges acquired i n one or more subsequent processes. 
These include:-
(a) selective ion-capture by "^i^ilson's process, both for ice and 
water, giving charge opposite i n sign to the f i e l d ; 
(b) breaking of drops (Lenard e f f e c t ) , perhaps i n the a i r or at 
the earth* s surface, giving positive charge; 
(c) inthe case of snow, ice f r i c t i o n near the earth's surface, f o r 
example i n a blizzard, giving negative charge; 
(d) evaporation or condensation, giving (according to Gunn) positive 
or negative charge; 
(e) selective capture of ions (according to Prenkel), the excess 
of positive ions i n the a i r producing a net gain of positive 
charge; 
( f ) when freezing l e v e l i s near the earth's surface, ice-splinter 
formation as described by Pindeisen, the f i e l d or temperature 
corditions deciding whether the charge i s positive or negative. 
IJot a l l the theories have been worked out quantitatively, 
Whipple and Chalmers (1944) have elaborated Wilson's theory, from 
which they deduce that the charge acquired fer a drop, i n some 
circumstances at least, i s proportional to the f i e l d i n which the 
drop f a l l s and to the square of the radius. The work of Nolan and 
Enright (1922 (2)) on the splashing of water drops gives the 
res u l t that the charge produced by breaking drops i s nearly 
proportional to the area of new surface produced, but th i s does 
not lead t o axy simple connexion between charge and radius of ra i n 
drops considered singly. According to Gunn's theory, the drop 
charge i s roughly proportional to i t s radius, Prehkel i n his 
theory calculates that the positive charge acquired by a drop i n 
f a l l i n g i s proportional to f i e l d strength and the square of drop 
radius ( c . f . Whipple and Chalmers above)^. 
Because there are so many p o s s i b i l i t i e s f o r charge 
acquisition, the study of the charges on single drops at the earth's 
surface i s l i k e l y t o y i e l d information suhich would be masked i n 
the study of r a i n currents. Chalmers and Pasquill (1938) 
report sequences of single drop charges where one sign predominates 
f o r a short time. They suggest that t h i s i s evidence f o r the 
existence of two processes of charging, the sequences corresponding 
to times when one process i s more effective than the other. I t 
appears from t h e i r suggestions that a method of measuring a large 
number of charges i n a very short time would enable an observer 
to ' isolate' samples of r a i n associated primarily with only one 
process of charging. 
I 3» General results f o r r a i n currents. 
Most observers estimating the t o t a l quantities of positive 
and negative chsirge brought to a given area of the earth's surface 
i n a year by r a i n find an excess of positive charge. The actual 
r a t i o of positive to negative charge varies from one observer t o 
another. An inverse connexion between the sign of r a i n charge and 
of f i e l d has been found to a greater or less extent since the 
observations of Elster and Geitel i n 1888. Reported observations 
d i f f e r widely one from another, and are too few to be t r u l y 
representative of rain currents f o r the whole earth. A short 
account of most of the observations, with bibliographical references, 
i s given by Chalmers (1949). 
The results of Simpson (1948) obtained from continuously 
recorded observations at Kew from 1942 to 1946 are of particular 
interest as t h ^ show certain quantitative relationships. For 
r a i n v*en f i e l d s are below 1000 Volts/metre Simpson finds by 
empirical means that the charge per c,c. of r a i n { <y ) xa 
proportional to -(P - 400), vi^ere P i s the f i e l d i n Volt^metre, 
and i s independent of the rate of r a i n f a l l . The average value of 
the fine weather f i e l d at Kew i s 400 V./m,, and so i s proportional 
to the 'displacement' of the f i e l d from i t s f i n e weather value. 
R a i n f a l l rarely occurred when the f i e l d was between + 400 and + 1000 
V/m. For f i e l d s greater than 2000 V/m., there being point discharge 
current ( l ) , Simpson finds that frequently an inverse sign relationship 
between I and r a i n current I i s so clearly marked that on p l o t t i n g 
I and I on the same graph against time the curves rise and f a l l 
10 
together and cross the axis together, but i n opposite directions, 
Simpson c a l l s t h i s the 'mirror image effect'. He finds also that 
results taken' from periods when the mirror image effect was c l e a r l y 
i n evidence may be represented by 
i ^ - O-80 X /o I R 
where I i s point discharge current as measured and R the rate of 
r a i n f a l l ( t and I i n e.s.u. and K i n cm./sec.) Simpson gives two . 
other equations which represent his results equally well:-
J / -2.-I X /O ~ 
/ - e 
and 
I R 
These two equations show that when R i s large the r a t i o Vj" 
approaches a constant value, ajid that i f the rain drops absorb the 
point discharge ions then f o r high r^tes of r a i n f a l l the whole of 
the ions w i l l be so eollected, Simpson offers no solution t o the 
problems of where the ra i n charge originates, either with or without 
point discharge. 
I 4, Previous work on single drop measurements, 
I 4,a, Drop size. 
Laws and Parsons (1943)» developing a method due to 
Bentley (1904), caught r a i n drops on a tray of s i f t e d f l o u r . 
Each drop produced a p e l l e t of dough which, a f t e r an elaborate 
hardening treatment, was measured. By means of a c a l i b r a t i o n 
the drop size was found. They measured drops of radius from 
0,6 mm, upwards, 
V Defant (1905) developed Wiesrier's absorbent paper method. 
Drops f a l l i n g on homogeneous b l o t t i n g paper produce a ci r c u l a r 
stain of vdaich the diameter i s related to the drop size, DeJ^ant 
used a mixture of eosin and talc to f i x the spots, The smallest 
drop he measured was 0,5 mm, radius, 
Nolan and Enright (1922)(')used glass microscope slides 
prepared by spreading on them a layer of thick dark o i l of density 
0,9. Drops f a l l i n g on them are suspended as spheres and sink slowly.' 
Drop radius i s measured with a microscope and eyepiece scale. This 
method i s suitable f o r very small drops. 
Flower (1928) used a delicate b a l l i s t i c balance to 
determine the distance a drop of given size f a l l s from rest before 
attai n i n g i t s terminal velocity, ' He made no measurements of drops 
less than 1,0 mm, i n radius. Such a bsilance, i f calibrated, could 
be used to measure r a i n drop size, terminal ve l o c i t i e s being knovm 
(see La??s, 1941). A. serious disadvantage of such a method i s that 
the momentum of r a i n drops increases very rapidly with drop radius. 
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For a small drop of radius 0.2 nnn. the mass i s 0»033 ing»» the 
terminal velocity 160 cm./sec., and hence the momentum 5«4 mg. ~ cm./ 
sec. For a not vinusually large drop of radius 1,0 mm, the mass 
i s 4.2 mg,, the terminal velocity 660 cm./sec, and hence the 
momentum 2,800 mg, -cra./sec, A b a l l i s t i c balance designed to 
measure the small drop would probably be put out of action by the 
1,0 mm, drop. 
Laws (1941) with h i s ''drop-velocity camera' measured the 
terminal velo c i t y of drops of water of radius 0.6 mm, and upwards. 
Using a cine camera he photographed single drops along a li n e at 
right angles to t h e i r path as they f e l l through a region of dark 
f i e l d illumination. The l i g h t was interrupted ifSO times a second 
so that the drop paths appeared on the photographs as broken l i n e s , 
A large aperture converging lens was placed at i t s own focal 
length away from the camera lens and on the same axis, or drops 
f a l l i n g within a few cm. of t h i s 'collimating lens' the magnification 
was uniform over the whole f i e l d . Measurement of -the broken l i n e 
elements gave the drop velocity. The siz e of a r a i n drop may be 
found from i t s terminal velocity as measured with the drop-velocity 
camera. Law's method i s suitable f o r drops of any size , limiting 
factors being s e n s i t i v i t y of film and fogging by stray l i g h t . 
Gunn (1947) s e t up two horizontal 'inducing rings' one 
above the other and 75 cm, apart, A charged r a i n drop as i t f a l l s 
through each ring gives a signal on a cathode ray oscillograph. 
Prom the in t e r v a l between the two signals the drop velocity i s 
calculated, and from t h i s i s found the drop s i z e , ^he s i z e of the 
/3 
signal i s also a measure of drop charge. 
Hooper (1948) describes a ' raindrop impactor*, not 
yet completely developed, for use ultimately on a flyi n g a i r c r a f t 
to measure drop s i z e . A suitably loaded microphone diaphragm i s 
whirled i n a horizontal plane at a high speed to simulate that of 
a f l y i n g a i r c r a f t . When i t s t r i k e s a rain drop, the e l e c t r i c a l 
impulse produced i n the microphone c i r c u i t i s a function of the 
re l a t i v e momentum of the drop. This impulse, amplified and 
displayed on a cathode ray oscillograph screen, i s recorded 
photographically on a continuously rtmning film. I t i s obvious 
that a method such as t h i s , xised i n conjunction VJith a means of 
recording the drop charges, could provide a large number of 
observations i n a short time, meteorological conditions showing 
l e s s v a r i a t i o n accordingly, 
I 4. b. Drop Charge. 
Gschwend (1921) used a string electroneter. Above and 
connected to i t was an insulated metal receiving.vessel i n which 
he placed a prepared f i l t e r paper for measuring drop s i z e by the 
absorbent paper method (see above). Rain drops were admitted 
through an opening which was cone-shaped to minimize the effects 
of splashing, whether by drops outside s p l a y i n g into the cone or 
drops having arrived inside the vessel splashing out. Splashing 
produces charges by Lenard effect, as already described. After 
each single observation of chaige i t was necessary to earth the 
electrometer, and t h i s increased the time taken by the observation. 
-3 Gschwend claimed that h i s apparatus would measure 0.02 x 10 
e.s.u., but he reports very few observations l e s s than 0,05 x 
-3 
10 e.s,u. 
Chalmers and P a s q u i l l (l938) collected drops i n an i n -
sulated vessel with a cone-shaped opening. The vessel was connected 
to a valve amplifier, and the charge was measured by observing the 
deflexions of a galvanometer. After each deflexion the asiplifier 
was automatically ready to receive the next charge, and a high rate o: 
observing ?/as possible. The l i m i t of observation was about 0,2 x 
-3 
10 e.s.u, 
Gunn's method of measuring charge and drop size has been 
described above. 
r 4. c. Previous r e s u l t s for single drops 
The only r e s u l t s for measurements at the earth's surface 
are those of Gschwend (1921). He found that there i s ne^ly 
always a mixture of drops of both sign, and points out that 
calculations on r a i n charge per c.c, taken from observations on 
r a i n current w i l l therefore give lower values than those for single 
drops. His observations gave a surplus of positive charge. He 
foiind no connexion between f i e l d and drop size and charge, but more 
often than not the sign of the f i e l d and that of drop charge were 
opposite, 
Ko r e s u l t s are available for any measurements made a t the 
earth's surface by Gunn, 
Chalmers and P a s q u i l l ( l 9 3 8 ) measured only drop charge ~ 
11,094 charges i n a l l . They found an excess of positive e l e c t r i c i t y 
mn a l l except stom rain. There was i n general a mixture of 
charges of both signs, but there were conspicuous sequences of 
drops of only one sign. ^hey drew a distribution curve of charges 
which was approximately symmetrical and showed a maximum for about 
-3 
+ 0,3 X 10 e.s.u. They had no means of detecting the a r r i v a l 
- i 
of drops bearing charges l e s s than about o,2 x 10 e,s,u. (This 
also applies to Gunn's inducing ring method), 
/6 
. n The Amplifietp for measuring E l e o t r i o Charie. 
I I 1, Advantages and Theory of -Hie Valve Amplifier, 
I ohose the valve bridge amplifier me-tiiod because i t ise 
r e a d i l y lends I t s e l f to recording* There were other advantages* 
I was able to use a oomparatiyely i n s e n s i t i v e galvanometer» 
avoiding the tedious adjustments of an eleotrometer, yet having a 
a n a l l resolving time. Chalmers and P a s q t i i l l (l937) have pointed 
out that i t i s eaey to maintain the neoessaty degree of insulation, 
and that the s e n s i t i v i t y of the amplifier i s almost independent of 
the e l e o t r i o a l oapaoity of the drop-col looting system. 
The «ieoxy given by Chalmers and Pasqiiiill (1937) i s as 
folloffs. I n the diagram, V, and are triodes of the same 
type and t h e i r grids insulated, or i n oHior words with grids 
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' f l o a t i n c ' • I f the valves are ideotioal tiie falvanonteter C w i l l 
ahow no deflexion^ and any ohaQce i n lonr tension or hij^h tension 
voltaces t r i l l produce no deflexion* Nov l e t a oharge <^  suddenly 
a r r i v e on ihe grid G;, of the 'pperating valve' 7,, vAiioh i s connected 
to a capacity K* L e t internal ieakage of the valve* idien 
running« correspond to a resistazice S. L e t the mutual conductance 
be M« The i n i t i a l potential applied to G, i s ^/k ^ 
leaks avray so that a f t e r a time t the potential on • i s 
e , and the anod| current of V( i s altered from i t s 
normal value by J^^^SS e '^^  • Provided the resistance of G 
K c; 
i s small ocmpared wilii R t h i s current must flow through G* 
The t o t a l charge passing through G i s therefore 
T h i s i s independent of K and proportional to ^. Chalmers and 
P a s q ^ i l l found that the zero of t h e i r galvancmeter d r i f t e d , i n one 
instance t h i s d r i f t amounting to 16 cm. i n eight minutes when the 
amplifier had been switched on f o r three hours. To avoid I M s 
steac^y d r i f t they put a condenser, usually 20 » i n series with 
t h e i r galvanometer. The zero was then steac^jr apart from fluctuations 
of - 2 or 3 mm. 
The tz^atment of the a s ^ l i f i e r as i t appears i n the papery 
published hy -Qiese authors i s open to two c r i t i c i s m s , tiiat -&ey have 
neglected changes i n the anode current of the i d l e valve, and that 
the e f f e c t of the condenser i n the galvanometer c i r c u i t i s to a l t e r 
the nature of the eoq>ression for amplification. 
We w i l l f i r s t consider the amplifier with no condenser i n 
the galvanometer c i r c u i t * 
L e t the currents j. ^3 ;. i j -2- } 'J az^ the 
potentials xr; -u-^  be increments on the steady values, due 
to the a r r i v a l of the charge* 
O-wct 
'1 
Writing with grid floating as we have ^ 
i s the A.C. resistance of either valve with floating grid* 
e 
/Vocu- xrj_ — — ^ <-y 
OY- If, -^3 2. 
- L. 
^5 
or 
-f- ^ 3 
2. 4- 1 
Now £ w i l l depend on the type of valve and w i U usually be 
some thousands of ohms. According to the values of H and ^ 
the term ^ w i l l t i e between 0 and 1, and w i l l 
usually be small. Hence i-j w i l l l i e between ^ and i-, 
and the charge passing throiigh the galvanometer w i l l l i e 
- between (^^^^ and. ^AS<y. 
We w i l l now apply a similar treatment to the amplifier 
when a condenser i s placed i n s e r i e s witii the galvanometer. 
H.T4-
cCC 
2.1 
CA(V, -V,- R J H ) 
La - C . R ^ - R ^ - -R 3 ^ 1 
9 odt g 
Hdw the charge <^  takes a d e f i n i t e time to a r r i v e on the grid of ^ 
We w i l l take time t = 0 to represent the instant when the grid 
of My i s f i r s t affected by the l i n e s of force of the chaxge c^-
At the instant when a l l these l i n e s of force have Just ended on the 
grid c i r c u i t , t = l//' • We c a l l the • time of a r r i v a l ' 
of the chaxge. 
We w i l l assume that a t ^ - ^ m appreciable part 
2.Z 
of has leaked aws^r through S ^ that i s , ^ l / C Then 
a t t = O we have 62. = O anfl •= o. 
and the l a s t three terns vanish. 
- But t , = M -Uj where i r ^ i s the increment of grid 
potential due to the charge 
K T 
The amplification i s hence no longer independent of K, 
which i s what Chalmers and F a s q u i l l (l937) observed. The ea^iression 
i s i d e n t i c a l with that deduced by ChaLners (l949)^)for an 
amplifier not enqploying an i d l e valve, as i n the figure below:-
H.T4-
2.1 
The time constant C R should not be mvtch greater than 
the resolving time of the galvanometer, noxmlly two or three 
seconds. The return of the grid potential of to i t s normal 
vmdisturbed value takes place by the exponential deo^ process 
described i n the ori g i n a l theory. I t i s accompanied by a 
reverse current through the gedvancmieter* I f SK i s lazge^ 
t h i s reverse current wLll be small, appearing as a s l i g h t 
displacanent of the zero* I f SK i s not large oanpared 
with the time of swing of Hie galvanometer, t h i s reverse current 
w i l l appear as a • r e v i s e charge' which partly neutralizes the 
or i g i n a l charge Q = ^^^^ ^ rmiat be as large as 
possible* S depends mainly on grid current.(investigated and 
discussed l a t e r ) and i s not e a s i l y made large* The values of 
C, R and K cannot therefore be Improved i n d e f i n i t e l y , and M 
depends on the valve used* These considerations give some 
guidance i n the design of a suitable amplifier. The principles 
have become cl e a r e r during the course of t h i s work. Ify f i r s t 
a mplifier, next to be described, was b u i l t before the expression 
f o r amplification ^ ^  had been worked out* 
K 
I I 2* The Design of the Amplifier, 
The most d i f f i c u l t task was to make galvanometer zero 
i n s t a b i l i t y a n a l l * Chaljaers and F a s q u i l l (1937)> observing 
deflexions fay eye, experienced t h i s as ' s l i g h t fluctuations. 
2.4-
nevor amounting to moro than 2 or 3 nmu on either side of the zero'. 
i wished to record deflexions i^otographiocLLly. These deflexions 
were limited by the s i z e of the recording drum to i 6 o . i t 
was therefore of no value to anplqy- a s e n s i t i v i t y (charge/mm.) 
with nhich zero fluctuations exceeded ^ I y^nr^. Wynn-Williams, 
(1927) and MdFarlane (1932) describe wegrs of eliminating zero 
i n s t a b i l i t y due to v a r i a t i o n of filament supply voltages, for 
d i r e c t l y heated valves. Changes i n high tension supply are 
considered r e l a t i v e l y unimportant, and I found no iji^rovament on 
changing from.a dzy battery to a Milne's high tension u n i t of 
storage c e l l s . WynnrWilliams keepsthe r a t i o of anode currents 
constant f o r the two valves of the bridge. By t h i s means the 
anode p o t o i t i a l s , vaiyixig together with battery fluctuations, s t i l l 
repoain equal aiad the galvanometer i s undeflected. I t i s only 
necessary to a d ^ t the proportion of filament voltage, from a 
common ba.ttezy, supplied to each valve, u n t i l the desired 
condition i s reached. McS'arlane uses a ccnmon batt«cy for 
filament and grid bias supplies. Changes i n t h i s battery voltage 
a f f e c t filaments and grid bia,s i n such a way that they produce 
eigual and opposite effects i n anode ciu:rent for the two valves, 
and the gCLLyancmeter i s -(berefpre unaffected. I found t h e i r 
methods vuisatisfactory for a valve bridge with floating grids, 
using Ministry of Supply VEdyes, type VR 21 (equivalent to 
Mullard EM one LP) • The methods certainly worked wall for 
V« Ano<feVblts 
'Zo - o r - I - 5 - - 1 0 
Gi-ut VolU 
VR6S CSPVi) 
i f 
sudden gross changes i n battery voltage, say 1Q^, but did not 
reduce fluctuations of the zero of 2 or 3 mm* during ordinary 
working* I therefore turned to i n d i r e c t l y heated valves, nhere 
fluctuations i n heater current are i n effect Wothed out' 
because of the heat capacity of the cathode* 
The valve chosen and a t t u a l l y used i n t h i s research was 
the radio-frequency pentode Ministay of Supply type VR 65 
( equivalent to Cossor SP 41). The control grid of t h i s valve 
i s p a r t i c u l a r l y well insulated, being connected to a top cap* 
T h i s i s important, f o r i n the theory Just given the amplification 
i s seen to be proportional to the leakage R* Uoreover by 
the construction of the valve the control grid - anode capacity 
i s very low, r ^ u o i n g the chance of feedback* 
Seme typical s t a t i c c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s for various anode 
and screen voltages are shown opposite for the 7R 65* Thei 
slope» which i s M a t the floating point, does not diow any 
great v a r i a t i o n with electrode voltages* The amplification 
i s MR (frcm the theory above)* I could therefore use 
J u s t one ordinary 120 v o l t h i | ^ tension battery for anode 
and screen, supplies, without norking a t too low a value, of 
KD« The c i r c u i t of i^jr amplifier i s shown i n the figure* 
H.T.-h 
Receti»rr 
R, A 1,000 n. 
P 20,000 n. 
120 V. 
108 V 
20/aF 
H.T 
S.&. 
C. 
X 4-V. 
* - - M A I N S - - y 
\|^  i s the operating valve, and 14. the ' i d l e valve' which 
reduces the e f f e c t of battery changes, as explained i n the 
theosy. The grid cap of 14. i s disconnected. Cj, i s a fixed 
a i r condenser of capacity about 2 cm. One plate i s connected 
permanently to the g r i d of \( ^  the other may be switched hy 
Si, trceai earth to any desired potential. The charge then 
flowing into the grid serves as a reference charge for comparing 
2.1 
the amplification vmder different conaitions. The heater 
current was at one time obtained fran accumulators, but later 
from ihe mains* Finding the anode load i n accordance with 
theory was not c r i t i c a l , I used a f a i r l y low value and so 
avoided a wasteful voltage drop. From a number of VR 65 
valves /| and V^. were chosen as havixig low floating values of 
anode current, both about InA, The potentiometer i n the screen 
supply lead of sexves to balance the bridge, the ccndenser C| 
(see below) being temporarily ^ o r t-circuited. 0 i s a dead-beat 
mirror galvancmeter of sensitivity 42 m/jj.Z. This i s put out 
of c i r c u i t by switch S, for coarse adjustments, the insensitive 
pointer type galvanometer W then being used. The condenser 
C| (paper type) i s inserted to block steaify cxirrents and so 
prevent zero d r i f t , which would otherwise make recording j ^ i i f f i c u l t . 
The valves and a l l apparatus and leads connected to the grid of I/, 
were screened. 
As a guide t o the sensitivity of the amplifier I made 
use of the air condenser C,^  already mentioned, and also an 
apparatus for delivering single drops with equal electric 
charges, described by Chalmers and Pasquill, (1957)^2.). 
2.9 
5 
Ca(>cUar«j 
U)attv 
T u l r e 
I 
To 
O Dro^ fror 
/ 
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This apparatus i s shown i n the figure. Water drops form at a 
stea^ rate at the nozzle of the dropper, and cany away a 
charge depending on the electric f i e l d set up between the nozzle 
and the concentric earthed copper cylinder. Drops are produced 
at a rate controlled by the a i r leak through the glass capillazy 
tube« The drops are caught inaa screened insulated vessel 
connected to the grid of the amplifier operating valve. The 
results of Chalmers and Pasqiiill. (l937Xi)show that the chai^fe on 
the drops i s nearly £ x lo ^  e.5. u,. whew E i s the 
potential applied to the dropper, measured i n volts. Now for 
the air condenser (approzixoately 2 cm.) the charge for one 
-i 
volt applied i s c — ^ e 5>«-0' nearly J x fo e s.u.. The 
3oo 
Ofera.t>-»«.5 
" T e l e g r ^ i j k re W>j 
T h e Arnf>tt L e r . 
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(7) electrostriction effects appeared as 'interference' 
when the grid cable was stood on or even slightly 
displaced, so that i t was essential to protect i t 
frcm the wind. 
(8) the amplifier took only about one minute to 'warn 
up' t o . i t s working condition from f i r s t switching 
on, provided that a l l apparatus connected to the 
grid of the operating valve was quite dzy. 
I tried out the amplifier with rain as opportuni-ty arose. 
The receiver only was exposed, the rest of the apparatus connected 
by an insulated cable being indoors. Finding that the amplifier 
behaved satisfactorily Under these conditions, I at once began to 
develop the metlK>d for mea.suring drop size and drop chaz^ ge together. 
This was i n order to begin measurements on rain without delay and 
so to obtain results oyer as long a period as possible. The 
accurate calibration of the aisplifier and other tests, described 
next i n this (diapter, were Gu:tually performed later during spells 
of fine weather. 
U 3 The Calibration of the Amplifier. 
I I 5a The 'Calibrating Condenser*. 
The use of a small a i r condenser for providing a 
'reference' charge to check the sensitivlly of the amplifier was 
mentioned cm page 2.6 . For this purpose I now made a fixed 
a i r condenser. The plates are brass discs of diameter 20 mm., 
and are sat r i g i d l y about ^  mm. apart. The insulation i s 
polystyrene. The condenser i s mounted fiznly beside the 
operating valve and inside the same screening can, and i n this,, 
position i t senses as the ' calibrating condenser' • The 
'calibrating voltage' i s a,ppli6d by means of a single-current 
telegraph relay S^. (see figure page Z6 ) , which i s switched ' on' 
and (foff by a roaote tapping key. I n the ' o f f position the 
calibrating condenser i s connected between grid and earth. I n 
the 'on* position the earthy plate i s connected through the 
calibrating battezy to earth. The advantages of having a relay 
are:-
(1) Leads to the calibrating condenser are short. 
(2) The transit time i n switching i s short and constant, 
(3) The meohanioal shook i s too small to give the 
spurious deflexions which occur with an ordinary 
switch. 
The relCQT i s enclosed i n an earthed can, and sparking 
at the tapping key contacts i s suppressed by a O Scondenser. 
For day to day calibrating checks i t i s only necessaxy to observe 
the deflexion.when the tapping key i s operated, 'on' and 'off* 
giving positive and negative charges respectively i f the battery 
negative i s earthed. Given the calibrating condenser capacity. 
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determination of Just described the three condensers i n series 
must have a combined capaci'fy of about 0.7 cm. This seemed 
ridiculously small, so I determined C^^ by two other independent 
methods, viiich agreed together. The earlier value, vdiich was 
much too low, was therefore discarded. 
I I 3»o Standardisation with a 10 uu F. Precision Condenser 
A Sullivan precision fixed a i r condenser had meanwhile 
become available. (This i s to be referred to as the • precision 
condenser'. The small a i r condenser i n the amplifier i s the 
'calibrating condenser'.) The Calibration Certificate provided 
by the makers showed that an incremental capacity of 10.0 /y^^-
was introduced when the brass strip l i n k supplied was inserted 
between the appropriate screw texminalEf. I compared the oapcuiily 
of my calibrating condenser with the incremental 10.0 ^ 
f i r s t applied a voltage to the calibrating condenser sufficient 
to give a convenient ' reference charge' indicated by the amplifier. 
Then using the precision condenser i n the same manner I found the 
voltage required to produce the same reference charge with and 
without the 10 y^y* ^  increment. 
Let ^/y^^' ^ ® capacity of the qtilibrating condenser. 
Let S ^^ F- be that of the precision condenser without incraoaent. 
Let JC .£ volts be applied to the calibrating condenser. 
Let volts be applied to the precision condenser without 
incranent. 
Let 2. volts be applied to the precision condenser with increment. 
Since these three voltages applied separately a l l give 
the same reference charge, we have 
S = i C 
C -
I o 
3C OC 
Z " 
The wsy i n i ^ i c h x, y and z were measured w i l l now be described. 
The amplifier was switched on and allowed time to 
become steatfy. The precision condenser was placed on a slab of 
ebonite inside an earthed metal box. I t was l e f t i n the same 
position throughout the experiment so that stray capacities 
(and therefore S ) should remain constant. The insulated plate 
of the preoision condenser was connected the whole time to the 
amplifier grid by a screened polystyrene cable - the.cable 
nozooally used to connect the receiver to the amplifier. The 
earthy plate could be connected either to earth or to a point at 
a known potential by means of a relay similar to that used with 
the calibra,ting aondenser. Potential differences were taken from 
a potenticineter of two resistance boxes used r L I ^ an accumulator 
of E,M,F, E ss 2.08 V, This value of E remained constant. 
The precision condenser brass s t r i p was disconnected at f i r s t . 
Later when i t was connected a slight correction was neoessaiy 
50 
.3 
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to allow for the diange i n sensitivity of the amplifier due to 
the extra 10 ^ ^ f : i n the grid circujlt. F i r s t , strip disconnects, 
various fractions of E were applied to the calibrating 
condenser, for E = i Z-08 V . Switching '^ on' a positive 
potential gave the same effect as switching 'off' a negative 
potential, that i s , the effect of a positive charge placed on 
the grid. Therefore to each fraction of E four measurements 
were made, ' + v£ volts on'. • +vcvolts off', • -i>«. volts on' 
and * -v^ volts o f f , each being made three or four times. 
The f i r s t and fourth were averaged as giving positive charge 
effects, the second and thi r d as negative charge effects, as 
in •ttie following table, 
FRACTIQMS OF E APPLIED TO CmBRATING CCm)ENSER (STRIP DISCONNECTED) 
G-alvanometer deflexion mm, 
Fraction + ye - ve Average - ve + ve Average 
volts volts for volts volts for 
on off + ve on off - ve 
charge charge. 
, .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.2 10,0 9,8 - 9,5 - 9.5 -9.5 
0,4 19,5 19.8 19,6 -20.0 -20,3 -20,2 
0.6 29^5 ,30,0 29,8 -31,0 -30.8 -30.9 
0.8 39.3 39,3 39.3 -41,0 -41.2 -41.1 
1.0 49.0 49.2 49.1 -52.2 -52.5 -52.4 
A straight line graph (opposite) was drawn through the 
origin for the positive and negative charges. The difference i n 
60 
i 
X 
+ + v e 
0 1 0-3 
P4.Q 
Staryot-grcCtzatCoK. uritk P^fcccflory Con.oLen.se> 
Fracti-ons .^2- of Ir-olto-gt E a[>|>Coeof to 
jsreti-Slon CorvdeixSer (strLf* distonaectcd). 
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slope of the two lines jrepresents the slight difference i n 
amplifier sensitivity for positive and negative charges. BcUi 
i n t h i s and i n the two following graphs the observa-taons for 
positive chaise show least deviation from the straight line. 
The values of x, y and z were therefore read from the positive 
lines. The reference charge was ohosen as that giving a reference 
deflexion of 50 mm. (brass strip disconnected). ^or this 
deflexion we read frcm the graph the fraction of E ^ 
oc - l OZO. 
Similar measurements were next made by applying 
fractions of E to the precision condeimer (brass stri p 
disconnected), and the following table was prepared and the 
graph opposite drawn. 
Galvanometer Deflexion mm. 
lotion + ve 
volts 
on 
- ve 
volts 
off 
Average 
for + ve 
charge 
-ve volts 
on 
+ volts 
off 
Average 
for -ve 
charge 
0 0.2 0.1 0.2 + 0.4 + 0.2 + 0.3 
0.05 9.2 8.8 9,0 - 9.8 - 9.3 - 9,6 
0.10 18.2 18,8 18,5 -20.2 -18.8 -20.0 
0.15 27.5 28,2 27.8 -30,0 -29.2 -29,6 
0.20 36,7 37,5 37,1 -39.8 -39,2 -39,5 
0,25 46,2 46,7 46,5 -50,2 -49,2 -49,7 
0.30 55.2 55.7 55.5 -60.5 -59.5 -60.0 
Starv<iaro(iza.ttog uritk Precision. Corvo(en.ser. 
rractcons o f trolta^ E a^fi'ved to 
yreciiion con.o(erxscr* (striji in.itrte<i). 
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Using the line for positive charge, against reference 
deflexion 50 mm. we read = D-Zd^. 
The brass s t r i p was now inserted to introdxice the 
10.0 /^J^^ and the measurements with the precision condenser 
were repeated. They are shown i n the table following and the graph 
opposite, 
FRACTIONS OF E APPLIED TO PRECISION OOMDMSEB (BRASS STRIP INSERTED) 
GALVANOMETER DEE'LEXION MM. 
Fraction + ve - ve Average - ve + ve Average for 
volts volts for volts volts - ve charge 
on off -t-ve charge on off • 
0 1.0 0.8 0,9 - 0.6 0 - 0.3 
0,03 10,5 10.5 10,5 -11,5 -11.7 -11,6 
0.06 21,0 21.8 21,4 -23,2 -22,3 -22.8 
0.09 31,7 33.0 32.4 -35.7 -35,0 -35.4 
0,12 43.8 43,7 43,8 -47.7 -46.8 -47.2 
0.15 54.3 54.8 54.6 -59.8 -59.2 -59.5 
The value of z was obtained from this graph after making 
an adjustment allowing for the extra 1 0 . 0 ^ ^ F. i n the grid circuit. 
With the brass s t r i p disconnected and + 2.20 volts applied to the 
calibrating condenser the deflexion averaged 52,3 mm. for switching 
on. With the brass s t r i p inserted the throw averaged 51.5 nm. 
The correction factor i s therefore ^^-^ , and the reference 
5-2:3 * 
charge (which before gave 50 mm, deflexioi^ w i l l now give a 
3d 
deflexion - — =49.1 nto., the brass strip being 
inserted. Against this deflexion on the positive charge line we 
read Z « O ISSS'. 
Thus C = /o • o 
X _ 3C 
z. 
and X. - I-02.0 
This i s the value adopted for the capacity of the 
calibrating condenser. 
I I 3. d. An experiment with charged water drops to check the 
standardisation 
Ae an independent check on the result of the leust section 
I counted a large number of equally charged water drops into an 
insulated receiver and measured their combined charge with a 
b a l l i s t i c galvanometer. I was then i n a position to use the 
charge on a drop to estimate the amplifier s«isitivity. I had 
already found that the charge on drops from the water dropper 
described on page 2 8 was seriously altered vertical 
electric fields of about lOoV. vn.^  t\e. I V.jtm. i therefore 
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constructed a new dropper completely screened by an earthed 
container. 
Water contained i n the glass reservoir G merges as drops of 
mass c, 30 mg. at the glass nozzle M . The capacity of & 
i s 30 cc. or 1000 drops. The rate of dropping i s controlled by 
the a i r leak through the rubber tube and screw stop c l i p 3 and 
the tap T . The glass reservoir i s surrounded by and 
insulated from a copper tube C v^ch extends 2 mm. below A/. 
There i s a copper end-piece D with a hole Just large enough to 
allow drops to pass without touching, A tightly f i t t i n g metal 
cover completi* the electrostatic shielding which i s earidied.. 
An electrode E set i n the lower rubber biing connects the water to 
an insulated screw texninal. With the battery connected there 
putting every piece of apparatus on i t s own insulating base and 
standing every base on an earthed metal sheet. 
Let C the capacity of the Pye condenser ^stem, 
v oKiv\5 •• the insulation resistanoe, 
T sees " the interval between drops. 
A " the charge on eacdi drop, 
r t " the t o t a l number of drops 
Then the charge on the condenser on the arrival of the 
1s t , 2nd, 3 rd , drops i s found as follows:-
.St 
T 
'J/ PPT- X 3000 e.s.u. 
The results are given i n the following table. 
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This agrees within % with the value 2,41 cm. foTUid 
by using the precision condenser. The difference i s not greater 
than the error to be expected i n observations on r a i n f a l l , and 
may be due to differences i n the voltmeters used, 
I I 3.e, S e n s i t i v i t y of the amplifier. 
The smallest charge I could detect when recording was 
0,1 X /O ^ e.s.u. I would usually connect the high tension 
battery two minutes after switching on the heaters. The 
amplifier was then ready to work. I n the f i r s t hour the 
s e n s i t i v i t y would increase by about % , and from day to day i t 
varied by l e s s than 1C|^ , The s e n s i t i v i t y S i n /o""* e.s.u./m^. 
at 1 metre could be varied by galvanometer shunts ccnnected with 
a paraffin key, 
-J , 
High s e n s i t i v i t y was approximately 0-2 ^ 'o e.s.u.(»*t^. 
Medium " " " O-tf-
Low " " » 3 
For most purposes medium s e n s i t i v i t y was used. 
When zero fluctuations were l e s s than ^ mm,, "high" could be 
used, "LoT^ was r a r e l y employed. The s e n s i t i v i t y for negative 
(dxarge ( 5 ) was about 1C^ higher than that (S^) for positive 
charge. Typical values are S* = 0-3? x lo and S = 0-37 •* AC 
€.S.a.(*«^ jon medium s e n s i t i v i t y . , 
200 
vroltoL^es a|>^Ued to calt(rratcn.j corvdertsec 
The rotating drum camera I used would record deflexions 
of - 60 mnu For throws up to twice t h i s value the 'reverse 
swing* was recorded. T h i s , multiplied by the •decrement', gives 
the o r i g i n a l throw. The decrement i s the ratio of the f i r s t 
swing to the succeeding reverse swing, and remained very nearly 
constant. The decrement was found by applying positive voltages 
to the c a l i b r a t i n g condenser so as to give reverse swings up 
to 60 mm* The o r i g i n a l throws were also measured, and both 
plotted against v o l t s applied, for switching on ( p o s i t i v e 
charge) and off (negative charge), (see graph opposite). 
The dotted l i n e s are extrapolations. For any value of 
reverse throw, positive or negative, the original de^iSCloB i s 
obtained from the corresponding dotted l i n e above. The r a t i o 
f o r the various throws gives the decrement, as follows:-
Reverse Throw Original Throw Decremerrfc 
+ ve - ve + ve - ve 
65 150 135 2.3 2.1 
60 138 125 2.3 2.1 
55 126 115 2.3 2.1 
50 114 106 2.3 2.1 
45 100 96 2.2 2.1 
kP 88 87 2.2 2.2 
35 78 77 2.2 2.2 
30 67 66 2.2 2.2 
4-5" 
The decrement includes the s l i g h t correction for non-
l i n e a r i t y of amplifier response. 
I I 3» f• The e f f e c t of terminal velocity of Rain Drops on 
•Amplifier S e n s i t i v i t y . 
From the theory on page 21 we would expect ainplifier 
s e n s i t i v i t y to f a l l o ff as the time of a r r i v a l \y beocmes large 
OOTipared with the grid c i r c u i t time constant S K • T h i s 
wovild be the case f o r r a i n drops with a vezy small tezminail 
v e l o c i t y , that i s , very small drops. I investigated the effect 
using large water drops of a given s i z e f a l l i n g from various 
heights and hence a r r i v i n g a t the receiver with various v e l o c i t i e s . 
The drops were produced by the water dropper (page 3 ? ) an§ carried 
a charge due to an applied p. d. of 23 V , The velocity of these 
drops aft e r f a l l i n g 2 metres i s 5 i n/sec. vA)±oh. i s not much l e s s 
than the texminal velocity 6^ m./sec. of a drop mass 4 ing* The 
smallest drops reported by Gsohwend were of mass 0.01 mg. and 
terminal v e l o c i t y 1.0 m./sec. I varied -the height cf the water 
dropper so that the drop velocity on entering the receiver varied 
between 3k in»/sec. and 0.7 m./sec. The galvanometer deflexion 
i n every case was 46 mm. i^mnrv The drop was considered to 
• enter* the receiver when i t passed throxigh a hole 18 mn. diameter 
i n the apex of an inverted earthed metal cone at the mouth of the 
reoexver. 
I n Chapter H I the lower l i m i t of drop si z e considered 
i n t h i s work i s 0,01 mg. The amplifier s e n s i t i v i t y i s therefore 
independent of tennihal v e l o c i t y for the purpose of i^jr present 
investigations. 
H 4 Further work on amplifier design. 
Finding that a large proportion of drops i n quiet r a i n 
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carry a charge l e s s than 0,2 x lO e.s.u. I sought to design 
a more sensitive amplifier. Although t h i s work was not completed 
(through lack of time), i t was carried f a r enough to show that the 
methods lead to higher s e n s i t i v i t y . On page 23 i t was pointed 
out that the resistance 5 , corresponding to the i n t e r n a l grid 
leakage of the valve wJien running, must be as large as possible to 
give the highest amplification of charge. This leakage i n the 
case of receiving valves operated a t normal potentials i s mainly 
M-l 
due to grid current. To keep S high t h i s current must be as low 
as possible over the working range of grid potential. At the same 
time there i s a l i m i t to "the value of S , set by the grid c i r c u i t 
time constant. The grid capacity K cannot be reduced below the 
valve interelectrode capacity, about lO x l o ' ^ F. If a. time 
12. 
. constamb of 10 seconds can be tolerated; SK = 1 0 and so S - '0 oKmS 
as a maximum. I f SK i s made too high, a succession of charges 
of one sign w i l l r e s u l t i n a temporary change of s e n s i t i v i t y by 
the displacement of the grid operating potential. 
The soiorces of grid current i n a valve are given by 
Metcalf and Ehompson ( l 9 3 0 ) . Leakage over the glass or insulation 
i s r e l a t i v e l y unimportant. The main source of current i s 
ionization of the residual gas. This i s very much lessened by' 
choosing a suitable type of valve and operating i t i n the dark at 
reduced potentials. Nielsen (1947) discusses the use of valves for 
measuring small currents. Ordinary valves working at rated voltages 
can be used to measure currents down to /O or 10 amp., the 
l i m i t being set by grid current. Expensive electrometer valves can 
be used f o r currents down to about '0 amp. Nielsen shows that the 
type 38 pentode, i f operated i n the dark at reduced voltages, can be 
used to measvire currents ais small as 10 amp. At the same time 
i t has the advantage of functioning as a pentode, which the electro-
meter valve does not, valve such as the 38, suitable for the 
-12. 
'intermediate' small currents down to /O amp., might be adapted 
for use i n a charge amplifier to measure the small rain drop charges 
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-3 below 0.2 X fO e.s.u. The effect of the mechanical disturbance 
due to wind would probably outweigh the advaxitage of extra charge 
s e n s i t i v i t y obtainable with an electrometer valve. Hence the i n i t i a l 
cost of this valve and the considerable labour of building up the 
necessary c i r c u i t s would be largely wasted, Nielsen had chosen 
the type 38 because i t has a small ra t i o of screen to control grid 
potential ( a necessary condition for operating at reduced voltages) 
and i t has a top cap grid, giving good grid insulation. 
The type 38 being unobtainable, I chose the 6 F 6 C- power 
pentode. This valve appeared to be the most suitable of those 
immediately available i n stock. I t has the grid connected to a 
pin i n the base, but by cutting away part of the moulding I was 
able to carry out the grid connecting wire without i t touching the 
base, A can with which I screened the valve also served to 
exclude d e l i g h t . 
F i r s t I drew the mutual ehar a c t e r i s t i c curve for anode 
potential 9 v o l t s , screen 12 v o l t s , both taJcen from dry batteries, 
and heater supply 4 volts taken from accumulators. These voltages 
are -ttiose which gave the l e a s t grid current with the 38 valve 
according to Nielsen, The characteipistic i s shown opposite page *^%, 
With grid floating the anode current was 143 yt^A.and so from the 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c we find that the floating grid potential was - O f ? 
v o l t s . 
Grid current near the floating point was next measured. 
Htr. U. Volts. 
Screea W SioLU 
-1-0 
GricL Volts 
Grid tar r e n t J 6F66- a t 
II A r e s i s t o r of 4 x 10 ohms (as supplied commercially) was 
connected between the biassing battery and grid, and for each of 
a ser i e s of values of bias applied the anode current was read. The 
mutual c h a r a c t e r i s t i c shows the grid potential corresponding 
to each value of anode current. From t h i s the change i n grid 
potential due to the high resistance i n the grid lead was 
T r a U found. I f the grid current i s !» we have i a ~ =-„ • 
J J ^ x/o 
When the grid potential i s s l i g h t l y positive the grid current w i l l 
be mainly due to electrons emitted from the cathode and therefore 
positive. When the grid potential i s about -2 volts the grid 
current w i l l be mainly due to ioniaation of the residual gas and 
therefore negative. Somewhere between these values of grid 
potential the currents due to ionization and the cathode electron 
Stream j u s t cancel out and Xj i s zero. This i s at the floating 
potential, i n t h i s case - O-?? V, This i s a stable condition, 
any small displacement of grid potential from the f l o a t i n g value 
being accompanied by a change i n grid current which tends to 
restore the former floating condition, A graph relating grid 
current and g r i d potential near the floating point i s shown opposite 
page ^ 7 • Over a range of 0.1 v o l t the relationship i s linear. 
Now i f we place a charge a on the floating grid, the 
leakage resistance over the glass being o , the grid cxirrent i s 
given by . . ' ^ _ ^ ^ 
where for convenience ^ i s considered to be zero at the 
50 
floating potential. The expression 
/ 
I / 
i s the resistance O already referred to e a r l i e r i n t h i s section. 
Obviously S i s constant over the rame for which (-jr i s 
constant. Prom the graph —3- over t h i s range i s 2,7 x /O 
ohms. Both t h i s and the floating potential -0,99 v o l t s are 
almost exactly those found by Nielsen for the type 38, The value 
of 5 was found by the method of leakage to be not l e s s than 
12. 
/O ohms, and so S i s 2,7 x /O ohms. 
An amplifier was b u i l t , using the 6 F 6 G i n the c i r c u i t 
shown ( c f , Chalmers' amplifier on page 22 ): 
Again screen and anode were at the reduced voltages, and 
heater supply was 4 v o l t s , R was 200,000 -H- corresponding to 
the valve A. C. resistance measured under the modified operating 
conditions. 0 was usually ^ F . The microammeter was used 
i n conjunction with the mutual c h a r a c t e r i s t i c curve to adjust the 
anode voltage to the correct valuer A calibrating condenser 
(see page 26) was made, consisting of three commercially made 
5 yy* F. condensers i n s e r i e s . With th i s amplifier temporarily 
connected to the receiver and galvanometer (which were used for 
the main measuremoits with the original amplifier) the s e n s i t i v i t y 
-3 
l i m i t set by zero s t a b i l i t y was not greater than 0,05 x /O e.s.u, 
and probably l e s s . This i s an improvement by a factor of 2 on 
that obtained with the amplifier used f o r the main research. On 
using A.C. instead of D.G, for the heater no extra fluctuations 
were observed. The amplification was found to be proportional 
to 0 for values between ©,5 /^K and 8,5^/%(see page 22 ), but 
the size of fluctuations increased a t roughly the same rate. 
The galvanometer deflexion was almost iinidirectional, the reverse 
swing (discussed on page 23 ) appearing as a small steady d i s -
placement of the zero lasting a few seconds. This i s due to the 
higher value of S, The amplifier was tried out for r a i n charges 
and worked s a t i s f a c t o r i l y , 
She immediate advantages of t h i s amplifier over the one 
actually used are:-
(1) c the charge s e n s i t i v i t y i s higher ( f a c t o r of 2); 
(2) there i s negligible reverse swing, reducing "the resolving 
time; 
(3) lower voltage batteries are used; 
(4) i t employs only one valve and has a simpler c i r c u i t ; 
(5) the galvanometer i s at earth potential. 
I t i s important to r e a l i s e that t h i s work i s of the 
nature of a preliminary t e s t . There axe almost certai n l y better 
operating conditions for t h i s valve, and probably there are valves 
more suitable f o r the purpose. 
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H I 1. The Production of Drops of a given size. 
This chapter would be incomplete without some account of 
the ways i n vdiich drops of a given size may be obtained. Although 
drops of mass 10 mg. or more are easily obtained by allowing water 
from a reservoir to drip through a coarse capillary tube drawn out 
to a tip, the reliable production of drops with masses between 0.01 
and 1 mg., such as are found i n most f a l l s of rain, calls for 
considerable experimental ingenuity. Defant (1905), using tubes 
tipped with paraffin wax, obtained drops as small as 0.63 mg,, and 
Laws (l94l) 0.82 mg. Nolan (1914) produced small drops down to 
0.001 mg. in the form of a spray by using a scent spray arranged 
as shown in the figure:-^ 
AIR 
fiw 
/ / 
/ I 
/ / \ \ 
/ ' \ 
WATER 
Ih« siza of drop depends on the a i r preskire. 
The Microburette 
An apparatus for producing single small drops of a given 
size has been described by Lane (1947) 
•J 1 1 L 1 • I 
A I R ^ : 
N 
I n his Microburette, water introduced into the cup F 
passes throtigh the capiUazy tube AB, @f regular bore, through tiw 
finer oapillazy (Si, and foma drops at the bypodeznio needle tip N» 
A stQac^ a i r stream passing throxiglh an annular opening around the 
needle and conoantric with i t plays on the drop which i s consequently 
released from the needle tip sooner than i f there were no a i r oiirrent, 
and the drop i s accordingly smaller. The drop size i s r^^ulated 
by adjusting the a i r pressure. I f -the liquid i n F i s allowed to 
drain out, a meniscus forms inAB and the distance i t recedes along 
AB mey be measured by the attached scale. I f the bore of AB i s 
known, "ttie movement of the menisous measured and the number of drops 
delivered ait the same time from the needle tip counted, the drop size 
mey be calculated. 
For ny wex^ I had a mioroburette made with #0 am* 
long. The diameter of the bore was 0*99 nm - 0*01 mo. The 
capillaxy GD was 14 cm, long and of bore diameter 0*28 mm« The 
hjrpodemic needle was of the type used i n medical work| size No, 20, 
Air under pressure was a ; ^ l l e d either by an electrically driven pump 
witii an intemediate reservoir, or from a tyUnder. This apparatus 
delivered single drops satisfactorily down to about 0*1 mf. Drops 
smaller tiian this oame too fast to be oeonted, but they were 
£Mffioiently uiiifom i n size for the calibration purposes described 
litter i n this ohapter. The scale on AB was l i t t l e used except for 
rough setting of drop size* Instead the cap P was kept well supplied 
mLih filtered d i s t i l l e d water and drop size was measured by a 
separate method. I considered that this would involve less labour 
than the construction of microburettes fine enovigh to measure 
very ooall drops. Indeed the seleotion and calibrating of tiie 
tube AB was laborious, and oaplllaxy tubes much finer than that used 
for CD would be tedious to select^ instal and use. The mioroburette 
thus served to deliver» but not measure» HQT drops of a given size. 
I t w i l l be shown later i n this diapter that the drops i n az^ batch 
differed amongst themselves by only 1^ or ^ « 
I I I 2. Account of two methods iovestigated but not 
subaeqmently employed. 
I l l 2a The Momentum method 
I examined this method, suggested by Dr. J. A. Chalmers, 
nith a view to adapting i t to continuous recording. Although the 
method was not used, some of i t s advantages and disadvantages may 
well be put on record. 
Theoretical Introduction 
Consider a beam carzying a scale-pan at one end. I f a 
drop of water fa l l s into the pan the beam turns about a horizontal 
axis 0. We w i l l assume there is no splashing. 
Let the mass of the drop be m and i t s velosity v-. I f the 
beam turns through an angle 6 the restoring couple, gravitational 
or torsional, i s c d . For an added mass m the steao^ deflexion 
is given by 
xxx-Y = cB . 
I f there is no damping, and i f the mass m is suddenly added, with no 
additional momentum, the beam w i l l oscillate about a new zero, distant 
9 from the old, and -the eunplitude is 20. 
I f i n addition a mcmen-toi snr i s giran to the beam i t 
starts moving with a kinetic enercr ^ hs^"^ ^ ahere I ig the 
mtment of inertia. I f there i s no damping i t w i l l get to the 
oqrrespqnding position on the other side of the new zero wilh this 
same kinetic energy, ndiioh w i l l then be lost in going a further 
angle ^ where 
f 
. . : "TT^  
The total 'kick* is = (s^\f) • 
z 
I f the instrument i s to be self-recording i t is essential that the 
•aerp* should remdJi.uiiohaiiged or yaxy l i t t l e changed, even after the 
arrival of a number of drops i n succession. 
That i s , must be small* 
0 
I f the time of oscillation i s t = 2.1\J^ , 
. . ( si]3ce ngr f CO) 
I I / - / 
For a given value of v i .e . a given size of drop this 
can only become large i f t i s ssaall ( i . e . i f I is small) or 
o large. I f o i s laz^a the actual values for and 0 w i l l 
be small* 
The effect of damping, ia to reduce ^ , tiiough 6 i s 
not affected. The terminal velocities of raindrops of the size 
dealt with i n this work vazy between 1 and 9 m./sec. according to 
the size. The maximum possible values of Sor t - / szc 
e > 
are,from the eqjuatien above:-
-irr^./sec. I 2 3 ^ 5 - 6 7 ^ 7 
% 11 X(o 31 37 ^-3 ^ 1 5-4 4Z 4-7 6 
Design and Perfoimanoe of ballist ic balance. 
The effective length 2a of the pcm should be small compared 
wi-tti the length of the am supporting i t . 
-A = 1 — 
r > 
J The effectiye valne of r depends on rtiore the drop strikes tiie pan. 
This intrpduoea a ina>rijnim error z: . I f 2a is 3 cm. 
(afteo* Chalmers and Pasqioill (1938)) and r i s 20 onu, this error 
may take a l l values between 0 and i LS- (o-r 
ZO ^ , , ^ ' 
I f i r s t made a series, of rou|^ t r i a l balances and studied 
their behaviour for drops of water fal l ing on to the scale pan. 
When drops arrived i n succession a considerable amount of water clung 
to the pan, producing a permEuient deflection of the bedance. An 
instrument suitable for snail drops would remain deflected to the 
l imit of i t s range on the arrival of one large drop. Coating the 
pan with paraffin wax did not remove this d i f f icul ty . Heating 
ceoli not be used to ronove this accumulated water because of liie 
attendant convection currents. Draughts were a constant cause of 
zero fluctuation, 
I next constructed a working model. In order to make i t 
more robust and simpler to handle than the t r i a l models, I made i t 
a horizontal torsion suspension of phosphor-bronze. Then, as in the 
theory above, 
where N is Hie mass of the balance beam and attachments^ ^ the 
depth of -the centre of gravity below the axis of suspension and c 
the torsion couple per unit angle of twist. 
The arjfls of total mass 0,75 g, were of drawn-out glass 
tube. The pan, mass 0.25 g, was a square of f i l t e r paper waxed 
on to a glass framework. The f i l t e r paper reduced splashing 
considerably. The counterpoise, of sheet aluminium,, moved through 
the f i e l d between the polepieces of two permanent magnets. The 
damping so produced was adjusted ' t i l l the balance was 'dead beat'. 
A light mirror was attached to the balance to measure deflexions. 
The total mass was 8 g. 
Using this balance and drops of water representing a 
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large raindrop (xr = 7± »*»./s€c^ a ratio ^ s was 
observed* The theozy suggests that a larger ratio i s obtainable* 
I n the expression » / 4- ^ 1 -i- HLS ^ 
8 3^ 
writing M3k+c'for C «e have 
Clearly this w i l l incz«ase i f h is increased, provided I remains 
not much changed. Inpreasicig M w i l l inoretase and I i n 
the same proporticin, and i f o'' i s small compared with Ugh the net 
effect of increased U on ^ w i l l be small* o ' was found 
e 
by noting the steady deflection for a amall mass added to the scale 
pan« f i r s t using the torsion suspension, and then a knife edge gapg&rt, 
was about ^ Ugh* h was theref ere inoreased by leading the 
balance aims wi-tii masses at a level well below the former centre ef 
gravity, was found on an average iow to be roughly 6* 
9 
Hewever, the results ware vezy variable^ probably due to 
splashing and dripping off* An increase i n mii^t improve the 
^ ratio further* but the deflexions would then be so anall thftir 
amplification aould be d i f f i c u l t . Uoreover t then being vezy anall* 
photographic recording would be dif f icul t* Even so, would 
9 
be nearly proportional to v, which ranges fron 1 to 9 m./sec* 
I n view of these factors, and because observations on actual 
precipitation over a long period were desirable, I could not devote 
more time to this method. 
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I I I 2b The Drop Velocity Camera method. (investigated hut 
mt teployed subseqpiently,} 
I investigated this method with the measurement of drops 
below 0*5 mg, i n view, i . e , below the smallest i n the measurements 
by Laws (l94l). . As stated i n Chapter Oiie this arrangement is suitable 
for measoring dropsizes over the complete range, limited only by 
the sensitivity of the photographic plates (and the atray light) in 
the case of very a&all drops. In ny experiment drops of mass 5 mg., 
formed at the needle t i p of the micro burette, f e l l through the 
horizontal beam of a 'pointolite* source of illumina.tion, having 
fal len ^.m. Thes^ e dr<^s were photographed i n a line at right 
angles to the beam. The camera aperture was i/y5$ the plates were 
I l f o r d Hand P 6000» , The drop path, was clear on the negative. 
When dx«p size was_ xeduQ the drop path was s t i l l 
distinct enough for measurement* 
A pplllmating lens (as described i n Chapter One) was next 
set.up. Using aperture f / 9 . -(giving depth of focus 2 cm,) and 
pbliqiue Illumination (45^ a: 9*8 mg. drop s t i l l showed up clearly, 
but Or 2 mg* drops were very faint on the negative. Exposures had 
been fo r two seconds only. Laws (l94l) had.found this to be about, 
the mascimum exposure possible jadthput undue blurring by stroy l ight . 
To develop this method to be suitable for loy measurements would have 
taken .more time than I could afford to give, to i t , and so I turned to 
a method, described next, which could be put into use almost at once. 
6,2. 
I l l 3. The Method Used - the Absorbent Paper Method 
I f ina l ly adopted Wiesner's Absorbent Paper method (l895) 
for measuring rain drop size. As stated i n Chapter One, this was 
developed by Defant (1905) and is the method which was used by 
Cschwend (1921). The absorbent paper I used was in the form of 
f i l t e r papers of diameter 11 cm* These were the kind ccmmonly used 
i n this Oep£urtment, and known as 'English Fostlip Milled' Quality 
No. 633 (White). No special care was found necessazy i n preparing 
these papers for use, other than keeping them moderately dzy by 
storing i n a isardboard box over an ordinazy central heating radiator* 
To render pezmanent the stains fonned by water I used the red ^e 
Bhodamine B.S. (supplied by Messrs. Impezlal Chemical Industries* 
Limited). Rhodamine.has been used foz- similar purposes ly the 
Meteorological Office* I applied i t l ightly as a dzy powder, using 
a anall camel hair bzush. . Care was needed to avoid breathing i n 
more particles of the ctye than absolutely necessazy, for this causes 
i r r i t a t ipn of the lungs, with coughing, and also streaming of the 
nose, the dye dissolving i n the f lu id so fozmed* The advantages of 
using this c^e are that i t s vLvid red colour appears immediately when 
a spot of watez* fa l l s on a prepared paper, and the stain is semi-
pezTpanent. stains ooiild s t i l l be easily msasured twelve-qionths after 
they were, f i r s t foraed, and IK> special storage precautions were 
neceissazy. I t is important tiiat the stain should remain ' f ixed' for 
at least a.few days as a delay, of^this jiuzNEition i s sometimes inevitable 
before an opportunity to measure them arises* 
I performed a calibration of this variety of f i l t e r paper 
for drops of water in the mass range 0.01 to 66 mg,, covering the 
complete range in Cschwend' s work (1921), The size of drops above 
9 mg, was measured by coxmting a number of drops into a bottle and 
weighing. The drops were formed by allowing water supplied from a 
constant head reservoir to drip fron the waxed t ip of drawn-out glass 
capillary tube of approximately 1 mm, bore. The t ip heeded for 
the particular size required at any time was obtained by t r i a l and 
error. This was simplified after one or two drop sizes had been 
investigated because i t was then possible to estimate the size 
roughly from the stain on a prepared f i l t e r paper. For each size of 
drop examined, the capillary tube was drawn out and waxed so as to 
deliver drops steadily at a comfortable rate for counting. A 
prepared paper was divided by a pencil line and the two halves 
labelled 'before* and 'after* respectively. When drops were falling 
steadily four or five were caught on the half labelled * before', the 
next ten or twenty drops were caught i n a weighing bottle and the 
stoppe*> inserted, and fotir or five drops were then caught on the 
'after ' half. The paper was guided so that eadi drop formed a 
separate stain. I t was necessary to keep the paper horizontal for 
a few seconds to allow -tiie stain to spread uniformly. The paper, 
serially numbered, was l e f t protected from accidental splashes whilst 
the drops i n the bottle were weighed. The stains on the paper were 
then measured. These were a l l nearly circular. A l l measurements 
were in millimetres, and were made by placing a transparent ruled 
grid over the stain. The grid was a lantern slide made by 
i 
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photographing graph paper, and was accurate to within A%, I 
would place i t so as to give the maximum diameter, and record this 
and the diameter at right angles. Hence I got the average stains 
diameter of the "before' series of drops and of the 'after ' series. 
Here i s an example taken from the records;-
Weight of bottle 28.0821 ©n. 
do. + twenty (20) drops 28.5W3 m» 
Weight of twenty (20) drops 0.4619 gm* 
Average drop weight 23.10 mg* 
Average drop radius 1.77 inm. 
Stain Diameter 
Before (Max. 25.0 24.4 24.0 25.2 25.4 Av. 24*8) ? 
(Min. 21.6 21.8 21.2 21*6 21.8 Av. 21.8) ^""'^^'^ 
After (Max. 25.0 24.6 24.6 25.0 25.2 Av. 24.9} Av. h l \ 
(Min. 22.2 21.8 22.2 22.4 22.6 Av. 22.2)23.5 
J mm. 
(Drop radius 1.77 mm. 
(Stain diameter 23.4 mm. 
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. Pgr measiudng drops smaller t used a method 
due to Nolan and Enright ( l922), _TMck.dark lubzl^^ o i l of 
density (>88 wasf poinrad into a flatrbpttcmed glass dish to a depth 
greater than the diameter of the drops to be measured. The drops*. 
fqmed_ by the method describ^ fjjpve, or with the microburette, were 
allowed to f a l l into this o i l , where thqr lay submez*ged as spheres* 
I t was found necessazy to mear the bottom of the dish with vaseline 
to prevent the drops from becoming distorted t>y sticking to Ihe 
glass* The diameters were then measured with a microscope and 
eyepiece scale* The image of the drop appeared to inolude a number 
of concentric rings and at f i r s t I was tuicertain t^icfa riog to 
measure for the drop diameter* However when I moved a nearby 
table lamp from side to side the outer ring remained stationazy while 
the others appeared to move. The outer zing was therefore chosen and 
measurements made i n this way on the larger drops (below 9 mg.) aipreed 
well with diameters obtained by weighing* 
Dz'pps between 3 and 9 mg* wfere measured both by weighing 
azid by the microscope method. In this case the seqiienoe of operations 
was:-
(1) Dznps were caught on a prepared paper. 
(2) Drops wetre caught i n bottle* 
(3) Drops mere caught i n thick o i l . 
(4) Drops were caught on prepared paper* 
. DTOps below 3 Pg*.Jforo meas^ 
only* As the anallest drops did not sink into the o i l iamediately a 

, , ........ ... , a 
loyer of o i l was poured over them to prevent evaporatioiu Two 
sets of measurements on very smaU drops were made with a lighter 
o i l known commercially as 'Three-in-One*. (See. o}.f.os\.fce j^<^<. 6s). 
The calibration figures as observed are given i n the 
table oyef^h^, the method of measurement becLng indicated. These 
values were plotted on a graph (page 6 9 ) , from t^oh 'smoothed' 
values were read and used i n constructing Table (page 68 ). 
The tsJbile does not etxtend outside the range covered by the calibration 
experiments. 
I found no appreo i^able variation of stain size with height 
of f a l l , although.Laws..(l 941) observes that such a variation was 
apparently overlooked by Sohmidt (1909). 
Prom the calibrution curve, i t i s seen that only about one 
tenth of the values of drop radius, plotted d i^ fw by as much as ^ 
tram the value on the ouxve. against the stain diameter concerned. 
Only pi» point shows a d l f ferenae of 1Q .^ On any Euarticular calibration 
f i l t e r paper the deviation fzm.t te mesui stain diameter was. not more 
tiian^^ ccdculateKt as a prpbaJljle error. The main source of 
inauocuracy i^^^^ lies i n the variation of thickness from one 
paper to another. 
No sifflple relatipnsh found between drop radius and 
stain difpeteri ...though on p^ (see opposite) 
1 pbtained a good straight line for values of stain diameter above 
2 mm., from which I deduced 
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Diro^ Radius mm. 
Relationskib Utureen Stam DCameter a n d 
Stain 
Diametttr 
Drop 
Radius 
Drop 
Diameter 
Drop 
Mass 
0*8 mm •13 mm •26 nzn ,0092 
0,9 ,15 ,30 ,014 
iiiO ,16 ,32 ,017 
1.1 ,17 ,34 ,020 
1,2 ,18 .36 ,024 
1,3 ,20 ,40 ,033 
1.4 .21 ,42 ,039 
1.5 .22 •44 ,045 
.23 ,46 ,052 
,24 ,48 ,058 
1,8 .26 ,52 ,074 
1.9 .27 ,54 ,082 
2,0 0,28 0,56 0.092 
2.1 ,29 ,58 ,10 
2,2 ,30 ,60 •11 
2,3 r3i ,62 •12 
2,4 ,32 ,64 ,14 
2,5 r53 ,66 ,15 
2,6 .34 ,68 ,16 
2.7 ,35 ,70 ,18 
2,8 ,36 ,72 .19 
2,9 r37 ,74 ,21 
3,0 ,38 ,76 ,23 
3.1 .39 .78 .25 
Tezminal 
Velocity see 
Laws (1941) 
1.0 Vsec^ 
^^3 WSCO* 
c 
2*0 n/sec. 
2.5 n/sec. 
3.0 n/sec* 
3.5 n/sec. 
6? 
Stfldn 
Diameter 
Drop 
Baclius 
Drop 
Diameter 
Drop 
Mass 
Texminal 
Velooiliy see 
Lavs (1941) 
3.2 mm ,ii.O mm •80 nm •27 mg 
3.3 .41 •82 •29 
3*4 ,42 ,84 ,31 
3.5 ,43 .86 .33 3.75 V s e o , 
3.6 ,43 ,87 ,34 
3.7 •44 ,88 •36 
0,i.5 0,90 0,38 
3.9 •46 •92 ,41 
4.0 ,47 ,94 ,43 4*0 s/soo. 
4,1 ,48 ,96 ,46 
4.2 ,49 ,98 ,48 
4,3 ,49 ,99 ,50 
4.4 ,50 1,00 ,52 4.25 n/seo. 
4,5 ,51 1,02 ,55 
4.6 ,52 1,04 ,58 
4,7 ,53 1,06 ,61 
4.8 •53 1,07 
4,9 ,54 1,08 ,66 4.5 n/seo* 
5,0 ,55 1,10 ,69 
5,1 ,56 ,73 
c 
5,2 ,57 1,14 ,77 
5,3 ,57 "I ,79 
5,4 ,58 1,16 .82 
5,5 ,59 1,18 ,86 
5.6 •60 1.20 .90 4»75 n^seo. 
s ta in 
Diameter 
Drop 
BaiOiua 
Drop 
Diameter 
Drop 
Haas 
5*7 Bun* ,6 l on* 1,22 mm .95 og 
5.8 ,61 1.23 .97 
5.9 ,62 1,24 1.00 
6.0 ^63 1,26 1,05 
6,1 ,64 1,28 1,10 
6,2 ,65 1,30 1,13 
6.3 ,65 1.16 
6,4 ,66 ^ 3 2 1,20 
6,5 ,67 1,34 1,26 
6,6 ,68 1,36 1,31 
,69 1,38 1,35 
6,8 .69 1,38 1,38 
6,9 ,7P 1,40 1,44 
7,0 •71 1,i»2 1,50 
7,1 .72 1,44 1,55 
7.2 ,72 1,45 1,58 
7*3 ,73 1,46 1,63 
7.4 •7'»- 1,48 1,68 
7»5 ,74 1,49 1,72 
7,6 •75 1,50 1,76 
7,7 ,76 1,52 1,82 
7,8 .77 1,54 1,88 
7.9 iTI 1.55 1,92 
8.0 .78 1.56 1.98 
7o 
Terminal 
Velooity see 
Lajrs (1941) 
5.0 o/seo. 
5.25 V s e o . 
5.5 n/soo* 
5.7 n / s e c . 
71 
s ta in 
Diameter 
Drop 
Radius 
Drcp 
Diameter 
Drop 
Terminal 
Velooily see 
Laws (1941) 
8,3 ism •82 mm 1,64 mm 2,30 mf 5.75 n/soo. 
9,0 •86 1,72 2,66 
9,5 ,90 1.80 3.05 6.3 
10,0 ,94 1,88 3,48 
10,5 ^97 1,94 3,83 6,5 
11,0 1,00 2,00 4.19 
11,5 1,04 2,08 4,71 6^ 7 
12,0 1,07 2,14 5,13 
12,5 1,10 2,20 5.57 7.0 
13,0 1,13 2,26 6,05 
13,5 1,17 2,34 6.71 7.2 
14,0 1,19 2,38 7,05 
14,5 1,22 2,44 7,60 
1§iQ . UiL. 2.50 8,17 , 
16.0 1,32 2,64 9,61 
17 1,38 2,76 11,0 
18 1,44 2,88 12,5 
19 1,50 3.00 14,1 8.0 D/seo. 
2 Q — . 1*56 3»12 15*2 
25,6 ,25 1,83 3,66 
30 2,08 4,16 9,0 n/sec. 
35 2,34 4.68 53.7 9.2 o/seo. 
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IV THE COMPLBIE APEABATUS AMD EXPERIMEINTAL PfiOCEDUEE 
IV 1. The Site 
I b u i l t the apparatus partly inside and pajrtly on the 
f l a t roof of a hut, 10 f t . x 10 f t . x 7 f t . high. The 
surroundings of the hut were as follows:-
to the east; distant 40 f t . . a building 10 f t . high; 
to the S.E. n 160 f t . , n tree 50 f t . I I . 
to the S.W. w 65 f t . , 11 building 10 f t . I I . 
to the west. M 55 f t , , I I building 30 f t . n . 
to the N.W. I I 35 f t . , 11 building 12 f t . It • 
The r a i n drop receiver was on the roof of the hut. 
Considering the excess height of emy building or the tree over 
•Haat of the hut, i t i s seen that no obstacle to driving r a i n i s 
nearer to the hut than twice the value of that excess height. 
The r a i n drop receiver was connected by a cable to 
the amplifier inside the hut, which was kept dry by means of an 
el e c t r i c radiator always on. This was essential f o r the proper 
working of the amplifier. The hut could be blacked out f o r 
photographic work. 
IV 2. The Rain Drop receiver. 
73 
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The receiving vessel consists of two p a r a l l e l metal 
plates AA, BB, 16 cm. squeire, 4 mm. apart, and connected 
e l e c t r i c a l l y . A c i r c u l a r hole, diameter 11 cm., i s cut i n 
the centre of each plate. To AA i s soldered an open copper 
cone C, , This i s the opening through which r a i n drops 
were admitted. I t i s cone-shaped to prevent drops a r r i v i n g 
inside from splashing out, and drops outside from, splashing i n . 
A moveable ci r c u l a r t i n tray P with a peripheral l i p 12.4 cm. 
i n diam*ter f i t s easily between the plates, j u s t under C,. 
This tray has a ci r c u l a r hole cut centrally 10.5 cm. i n diameter, 
and an 11 cm. diameter f i l t e r paper l i e s i n the tray, over the 
7 ^ 
hole, being held i n position by four c l i p s , which l i e below the 
l e v e l of the tray l i p . The tray and paper form part of the 
receiver e l e c t r i c a l l y . S i s a metal box - a 22 cm, cube (a 
b i s c u i t t i n ) with a conical opening Cx at liie top. I t 
has a s l i d i n g l i d LL. Both S and LL are earthed t o f o m an 
electro s t a t i c screen f o r the receiver. By means of the inclined 
plane mirror M inside 3 an observer looking through a hole 
at S i n LL sees an image of the f i l t e r paper F and the 
stains as they are formed by r a i n drops. The screened cable G 
connects the receiver to the amplifier. The observer stands on 
a platform b u i l t close up to the wall of ttie hut at such a 
height that his ^ e s are a t -Hie correct level to mtch the image 
of P without great discomfort. A waterproof shelter P 
protects him and his supply of f i l t e r papers from wind and r a i n . 
The cone G^ j^  i s covered by an earthed metal disc D 12 cm. i n 
diameter. This moves horizontally 30 cm. clear of the cone 
by a r o t a t i o n of the v e r t i c a l rod X, I t i s operated by 
depressing a pedal at the foot of the operator under the shelter, 
or by pulling a cord inside the hut, and i s f i t t e d with a 
return spring. The whole structure i s fixed f i m l y to the roof 
and walls of the hut t o reduce e l e c t r i c a l disturbances due to 
moveanent i n the wind. The cable i s carried i n an i r o n pipe 
to avoid e l e c t r o a t r i c t i o n effects. As an added protection 
£Lgainst wind a number of heavy concrete slabs an3 bricks are 
stacked round and p a r t l y on the structure. 
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The receiver i s shown i n greater d e t a i l i n the 
following diagram. 
Froy>.t E l e v a t tO»V 
The plate A i s turned up 1 cm. round i t s edge to 
form a trap f o r at\y drops which f a l l between the cones C, and 
Ca. . I t i s thus impossible f o r t h i s water to spoil the 
in s u l a t i o n of the receiver. YY are two p a r a l l e l r a i l s which 
serve t o locate the tray carrying the f i l t e r paper P, The 
plate B i s p a r t l y cut away, to f a c i l i t a t e inserting the tray, 
and i t s image B i s seen in',the mirror I f , Across the 
c i r c u l a r hole i n B are soldered very f i n e p a r a l l e l wires to 
form a g r i d X, seeii as X i n the mirror M. This g r i d behaves 
as a transparent conductor through which the stain ¥ i s clearly 
7C 
v i s i b l e . The receiver i s r i g i d l y mounted inside the box S 
by means of two shaped i r o n s t r i p s I , and well insulated with 
the polystyrene bushes 22", A 25-watt e l e c t r i c heater i n a 
screening can l i e s behind M and keeps the assembly diy. A 
small battery fed lamp inside S illuminates the f i l t e r paper 
by night. At other times s u f f i c i e n t l i g h t enters through the 
cones. The aperture of C, (and 0^ , ) i s 3,8 cm. i n diameter. 
This was chosen as that found satisfactory by Chalmers and 
Pasquill (1?38), The height was chosen by the following method. 
When a charged drop enters the cone the lines of force from i t 
w i l l mostly terminate on the metal-work of the receiver, the dry 
f i l t e r paper being an insulator. Some of these l i n e s of force 
however w i l l pass through the cone mouth and terminate on the 
outer earthed cone. The charge measured w i l l therefore be too 
low, by an amount corresponding to the li n e s of force "lost* 
through the aperture. 
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For a diameter of aperture and height U the 
proportion of lines of force 'lost' w i l l be approximately 
where a» i s the solid angle subtended at K by the aperture, 
and " J = -^3: • For t h i s loss to be 1%, h = /otm. , 
giving a cone with sides at 64° t o the horizontal. This wcwld 
exclude from the f i l t e r paper P r a i n driving at less than 50° 
to the horizontal ( U V ) , On the other hand, to include r ^ i n 
dr i v i n g at a low angle the loss w i l l be high. Three values of 
\^  are shown i n the following table 
^ 'loss' Minimum driving angle 
of r a i n 
10 cm. 1 50° 
5.8 cm. 3 55° 
o 4 cm, 6 26' 
The value k = 5.8 cm. was chosen, ^ being 
considered not excessive f o r the loss, and 35° a f a i r angle 
f o r driving r a i n . ^'or most r a i n f a l l s the 3.8 can. aperture was 
too large to take drops singly, and an extra earthed cone could 
be clipped over Cj. with an aperture 1.8 cm. i n diameter. 
With t h i s the least d r i v i n g angle i s 45°. However, with the 
small cone, r a i n drops driving at angles above 33° w i l l f a l l 
inside the receiver and t h e i r charge be registered, though they 
may not reach the f i l t e r paper. 
n s 
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The g r i d (mentioned above) was foimd necessary because 
f o r a charged drop from the water dropper the amplifier gave a 
higher reading when a tray without a c i r c u l a r hole i n the bottom 
was used. There had evidently been a 'loss' due t o lines of 
force 'escaping' through the f i l t e r paper. The g r i d was adjusted 
u n t i l with a spacing of 5 mm, between wires the "loss* as shown 
from the amplifier deflexions was only 1^, using a tray with 
the hole cut. 
Por measurements, a large number of trays with prepared 
f i l t e r papers inserted are kept near at hand. The trays are 
changed by hand, t h i s operation proving to be no longer than 
using a mechanical system with a s l i d i n g piston. The manual 
method i s simpler and more r e l i a b l e . As the method involves 
earthing the receiver with n^ y hand, I arranged a relay to short-
c i r c u i t the galvanometer during the chaiiging of trays. The 
amplifier recovers from t h i s rough handling i n three seconds, 
and i t i s then quite safe t o continue recording. The relay i s 
controlled by the spring-loaded switch S ( see diagram page 7 ? ) 
the leads being screened, and sparking suppressed with a 0.1 ^F! 
condenser. The amplifier and screening a l l use a common earth -
an i r o n pipe driven i n t o the ground - and a l l connexions are 
soldered. 
IV 3. Measurement of the E l e c t r i c Pield 
As the receiver was not completely shielded by the 
7^ 
outer earthed cone a bound charge of the same sign as the 
f i e l d was indicated by the galvancaneter when the cover D was 
moved f rem over the cone. On the return of the cover a charge 
of opposite sign was indicated. This bouiad charge was easily 
i d e n t i f i e d on the records, as w i l l be seen l a t e r . I n aLaost 
a l l the observations the deflexion due t o t h i s charge was of a 
convenient size f o r recording. On the rare occasions «^en the 
'large cone' (3.8 cm. diameter) was used without the 'small 
coneP (1.8 cm.) the f i e l d was smaller than i n heavier r a i n and so 
the bound charge deflexion was not o f f the scale. I therefore 
' made use of tiiis effect to obtain the value of the f i e l d at 
frequent i n t e r v a l s , usually every 20 seconds. The instantaneous 
value of f i e l d i s given by t h i s method, 
A f i e l d c a l i b r a t i o n was. necesssiry. I performed t h i s 
by using a horizontal wire one metre high with a glowing fuse of 
twisted paper 's t r i n g ' impregnated with lead n i t r a t e . The wire 
was stretched between two posts 10 metres apart, near the hut. 
The fuse was at the centre of the wire. One end of the wire 
was- connected to a double t i l t e d electroscope inside the hut. 
Every ten seconds, using the receiver "lacge cone', I operated 
the cover D and at the same instant noted the electroscope 
eye piece scale reading. The bound charge due to the f i d l d 
was recorded photographically, and f o r each operation of the 
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cover i t was afterwards compared with the f i e l d , «4uch i s given 
d i r e c t l y by the electroscope i n Volt^metre at the earth's 
surface. This f i e l d c a l i b r a t i o n was performed on three separate 
occasions. Later auiother c a l i b r a t i o n was performed, t h i s time 
with the stretched wire i n a nearby open f i e l d of trampled stubble. 
The nearest objects which might disturb the e l e c t r i c f i e l d were 
a building 12 f t . high, distant l60 f t . ; a tree 30 f t . high at 
160 f t . ; and a building 30 f t , high, distant 200 f t . Two 
operators were necessary, one to read the electroscope, the 
other to operate the cover D over the r a i n drop receiver, A 
whistle was used f o r co-ordination. The results of these 
calibrations are shown on the graph opposite. The f i r s t three 
calibrations agree together. The l a ^ t shows higher values of 
f i e l d , as to be expected with the more open s i t e . Tbe values 
from the l a s t c a l i b r a t i o n were adopted for t h i s work. They 
show -Uiat a bound charge of 10 ^ e.s.u. represents a f i e l d of 
19.3 Volt^metre at the earth's surface on the open s i t e . The 
scatter of points on the graph i s to be expected on account of 
l o c a l variations i n f i e l d , Tt i s greater for the open s i t e 
c a l i b r a t i o n , the stretched wire being then 200 feet from the hut. 
That the scatter i s not due to p e c u l i a r i t i e s of the bound charge 
measurement system i s clear from the f a c t that when the f i e l d i s 
steady the bound charge deflexions show pr a c t i c a l l y no scatter 
a t a l l . 
A comparison of the bound chargis for the 'lapge cone' 
w/OO 
rt m 
10 
o 
* -J 
X ' 
/o 40 XO 30 
and the 'small cone' waS ma^e. ^or t h i s the 'Agrimeter', an 
instrument by wfaich ihe instantaneous f i e l d i s continuously 
recorded, was made available and operated by Dr. J. A. Chalmers 
Cnot yet published). The agrimeter deflexion, which i s propor-
t i o n a l to the f i e l d at ground level near the hut, was noted each 
time the r a i n drop receiver cover D was operated f o r a few 
minutes using the large cone, then a few minutes ?irith the small 
cone, and so on. The large and small cone deflexions were 
expressed i n terms of agrimeter deflexions, and plotted on the 
graph opposite. Prom t h i s , 50 mm, on the agrimeter corresponds 
to 152 mm, with the large cone, meditmi s e n s i t i v i l y , and 9.3 mm. 
with the small cone, high s e n s i t i v i t y . The factor f o r 
converting high s e n s i t i v i t y to medium i s T^Vr • Hence ihe 
0.3 
small cone deflexion i s equivalent to mm.^  Medium 
s e n s i t i v i t y , i . e . 4.77 nm. The r a t i o of bound charges f o r the 
two cones i s thus "^^^ = 32. and the f i e l d corresponding to 
-3 
a small cone bound charge of 10 e.s.u. i s obtained from, the 
large cone value of 19.3 V/m, and i s 19.3 x 32 = 620 V/m, 
Prom the expression P = - /f-TTCT f o r a surface 
le v e l with the ground, where P i s the f i e l d and (T the bound 
charge per u n i t area, we can calculate the 'effective area' of 
the two cones used wi-tti the receiver. This i s X- A f o r the 
large cone and. -jf. ^9^ small cone where A, a are the 
areas of the cone mouths. These figures indicate that the f i e l d 
i s considerably distorted by the presence of the cones and t h e i r 
height above the earth's surface. 
IV 4, The Measurement of Point Discharge 
A discharging point having already been erected by 
Dr, J. A, Chalmers, I found i t convenient to pass the point 
discharge current through a galvanometer and record i t simultaneously 
with Hie r a i n drop charges. The point consisted of 1 cm. of 
platinum wire at the upper end of a heavy gauge copper wire. This 
was fixed on a post on the comer of the 30 f t . building 55 f t . 
from the hut, the point being about 36 f t . above ground. An 
insulated cable carried the current v i a the galveinometer inside 
the hut to earth.. The empirical formula found by Whipple and 
Sorase (1936) r e l a t i n g point discharge current I and Pield P at 
Kew i s 
where a i s a constant and M a minimum f i e l d . The value of 
i: i s thus an in d i c a t i o n of the f i e l d P, and I recorded i t i n 
order to confirm or contradict any measurements of f i e l d which 
I considered qjuestionable. The above relationship i s not exact 
at €LL1 times, probably because of local variations i n f i e l d and 
ionization. The constants a and M depend on the sign of the 
current, and may well vary from place to place. 
By means of shunts two s e n s i t i v i t i e s of the galvanometer 
S3 
were available. At f i r s t a nearly dead-beat galvanometer 
was used, but l a t e r one completely dead-beat, the l a t t e r giving 
a steadier trace. 
The platinum t i p mentioned above was often found turned 
horizontal, even vshen there had been only, light winds. I t has 
been suggested that birds are responsible. I f i n a l l y replaced 
the point by a stout brass rod tipped with platinum, and brought 
to a point rather larger than a gramophone needle. This remained 
quite firm. 
17 5» Recording Technique, 
A rotating drum camera was used. The drum diameter 
was 14 cm,, and i t carried a s t r i p of bromide paper 12 cm, wide, 
A galvanometer lamp with a fine s l i t produced a beam of light 
which was brought to a point focus by the galvanometer concave 
mirror and the camera c y l i n d r i c a l lens, A srynchronous e l e c t r i c 
motor turned the drum one revolution i n 20 minutes, and for my 
purposes the r a t e of t r a v e l of the paper surface was taken to be 
1 mm. i n 3 seconds. The camera was located by a fixed metal 
s t r i p , said a scale could be placed i n front for eye observations. 
The i n t e n s i t y of the ' zero' trace was reduced by placing a s t r i p 
of plane blue glass 1 cm, wide centrally i n front of the 
c y l i n d r i c a l lens. 
Point discharge current was recorded on the same paper. 
The point discharge galvanometer lamp beam was divided by a thin 
plate of glass into a transmitted and a reflected beam. The 
l a t t e r was directed to the galvanometer by a farther re f l e c t i o n 
a t a glass plate (see fi g u r e ) , 
f -
To ^alv-CLVxot^eter 
A f t e r r e f l e c t i o n a t the galvanometer mirror the beams 
were focussed to two separate points on the bromide paper 10 cm, 
apart, ^he zero traces thus did not foul the drop diarge zero 
trace. A t the same time a maximum point discharge deflexion of 
- 11 cm,, could be recorded, using one beam for high positive 
values and the other for high negative. 
I n order to be able to identify any pairt of the record 
with any f i l t e r paper used i n the receiver the charge galvanometer 
lamp beam was nonnally obscured by a l i g h t Aluminium screen 
fixed to the ajnnature of a relay. When the relay was operated 
the beam f e l l on the bromide paper. The relay was operated by 
the same switch as the relay used to sh o r t - c i r c u i t the galvanometer. 
The charge record thus consisted of a se r i e s of trace-lengths 
corresponding with f i l t e r paper exposures, A duplicate 
paralleled switch inside the ftut was used for eye observations. 
IV 6, Mald-ng Observations. 
I t was ess e n t i a l to have the apparatus ready to work at 
a l l times. Weather forecasts were of too general a nature to 
be of much help, except to warn of a f a i r l y long s p e l l of fi n e 
weather. Showers might occur at ar?y time, I therefore 
checked the apparatus daily, keeping a supply of f i l t e r papers 
prepared and ready i n trays, photographic paper to hand, the 
drum loaded and i n position, galvanometer zeros properly adjusted, 
and the stop clock set at zero ready to time the 20 minutes run. 
When r a i n seemed imminent the amplifier was switched on, f i l t e r 
paper trays placed ready i n the shelter, and the s n a i l cone put. 
on. When r a i n began the camera shutter was opened, motor and 
clock were started, and galvanometer lamps switched on. I 
mounted the platform, inserted the f i r s t tray, closed the 
screening box l i d , and looking i n the mirror began to count 
seconds at ein isstimated rate. At '0' I pressed the switch S 
(see figure page 7 J ) . At "3' I operated the pedal to expose 
the f i l t e r paper and record the f i e l d . When a r a i n drop s t a i n 
appeared I made a mental note of the particulai? second. After 
three more seconds I released the pedal (closing the cover and 
again recording ihe f i e l d ) and made a mental note of the particular 
second. A f t e r a further three seconds I released the switch. 
Extracting the tray, I at once drew a pencil ring round the s t a i n 
and wrote by i t the number of the second at which I saw i t . I 
also wrote down the second at which I released the pedal, and 
any outstanding weather featiires. The tray was then placed i n 
the box provided. This was the f i r s t exposure. The process 
Was repea.ted u n t i l 19 minutes had elapsed, or the r a i n ceased, 
I then went into the hut, and using the duplicate switch for 
recording I operated the calibrating condenser switch so as to 
record the amplifier calibration. Lights, motor and clock were 
now switched o f f , and notes made on the weather. •^ he trays were 
s e r i a l l y numbered and stored, and the drum reloaded for the next run. 
At l e i s u r e the s t a i n s were measured and the record developed and 
examined. Sometimes i n one exposure two or even three drops 
could be "memorized', especially a f t e r seme experience had been 
gained. At times spots appeared too quickly. At other times 
they came at long i n t e r v a l s and i n t h i s csise the cover pedal was 
operated a t 3} 20; 23; 40j 43; sees, as seemed f i t t i n g a t 
the time. 
V i s u a l observations were usually made with the l a i ^ e 
cone. I would frequently observe by eye at f i r s t to see i f these 
were s u f f i c i e n t charges to j u s t i f y recording. I f charges appeared 
very infrequently I did not usually record. 
Certain d i f f i c u l t i e s arose from time to time. Some-
times when a nearby inductive c i r c u i t was switched on or off the 
r 
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amplifier became qjaite i n s e n s i t i v e , recovering a f t e r a shorter or 
longer time with a violent galvanometer deflexion. This was 
caused by the operating valve becoming cut off and f i n a l l y once 
mora conducting. Touching the grid with the hand was ziomally 
s u f f i c i e n t to restore the conducting state. When I was i n the 
hut I used a sp e c i a l plunger on the operating valve screening 
can to earth the grid momentarily. I t was e a ^ to see from the 
record i f the valve was i n that non-conducting state l>y the 
complete absence of s l i g h t fluctuations. The condition never 
lasted for more Hxajo. one exposure. 
Occasionally nnaccountable fluctuations appeared, A 
spider between the outer and inner cones seemed to be responsible 
for t h i s . Spiders s e ^ e d to be repelled by putting a l i t t l e 
naphthalene on the plate A ( f i g u r e , page 75), 
Iff a f t e r inserting a tray I switched on too seen, a large 
galvanometer deflexion appeared a t the beginning of the exposure 
trace. This was due to the disturbance following the earthing of the 
grid c i r c u i t with DQT fiogers. The trouble was eliminated by 
waiting 3 seconds from inserting the tray to switching on. 
IV 7 Interpretation of records. 
F a r t of a t y p i c a l record i s reproduced opposite, actual 
s i z e . I t has not been retouched. The separate exposures are 
3a.+ . i Z /Vfcc^ j if(t-? 
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c l e a r l y seen, and the numbers (3 to 8) are the s e r i a l numbers which 
were given to the f i l t e r papers immediately at the end of t h i s run 
of observations on 31st May, 1948, The galvanometer reverse 
swing gives a heavier trace than the main throw. A horizontal 
distance of 1 mm. i s equivalent to 3 seconds vezy nearly. I t i s 
possible to measure to ^ mm. and hence to locate deflexions f o r 
any exposure to within one second, counting from the beginning of 
the exposure. The regularly recurring deflexions conspicuous i n 
^OB, 5t 7 and 8 r e s u l t from operating the cover pedal as explained 
i n the l a s t section, and give the value of the f i e l d . I n No, 6 
the trace does not show the usual small f l u c l ^ t i o n s , a c l e a r sign 
that the operating valve was not conducting at the time. 
Point discharge current was negative, recoixied on the 
lower trace, f o r Nos, 3 - 6 , and positive, recorded on the upper 
trace, for Nos, 7 - 8 . 
The photograph opposite shows part of a t y p i c a l record, 
m H ^ B l H H H i actual si z e . Apart from the l e t t e r i n g i t i s 
untouched, Tj/ia point discharge trace below shows positive current 
f o r most of the time. The other point discharge trace was i ^ s t 
off the top edge of the record but would appesir for s l i g h t l y 
l arger currents. On t h i s scale 1 mm, measured horizontally 
represents 3 seconds. The ex^posure No. 7 w i l l now be analysed i n 
d e t a i l as an example of the usual procedure i n record interpretation. 
The f i l t e r paper used for No, 1, and an eiilarged drawing of the 
record trace, are reproduced overleaf. The stains, labelled '15' 
and '22', are untouched, and were photographed ten-months aft e r 
being formed. 'P 29' indicates that the cone cover pedal was 
released a t second 29 to give a f i e l d measurement, and 'Off 32' 
that the galvanometer lamp was obscured a t second 32, The 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n mark *22/T (added at the end of the run of 
observations) r e f e r s to the 7th eaqposure of the 22nd day (llayi 1948) • 
The events of the exposure are lettered a - h. Measuring 
time t = 0 from a when the galvanometer lamp switch was 
operated, the events a r ^ as follows. 
Event Time t 
a 0 V e r t i c a l l i n e due to i n i t i a l momentary zero 
d r i f t , l a t e r eliminated, 
b 3 Pedal to uncover cone, giving f i e l d 
deflexion 20 mm. 
c 15 Throw - 12 mm. Charge associated with 
s t a i n '15' 
a 20 Reverse of b . The deflexion ct of 
- 6 mm, i s probably due to a drop blown i n 
under the cover but not reaching the f i l t e r 
paper. The return swing of d' i s 
interrupted and the f i e l d deflexion d 
measured from that point i s 13 mm. This i s 
too low because the galvanometer c o i l was 
alreadly moving i n the positive direction. 
The Reverse swing of d i s available 
however, and as explained on page 2 3 t h i s 
i s due to a current passing i n the reverse 
direction. The reverse swing of d' being 
almost i f not quite completed w i l l have l i t t l e 
or no effect on the reverse swing of d. 
This l a t t e r i s 11 mm. Hence the original 
throw would be 22 mm. approximately. As 
t h i s i s for returning the cover to over the 
cone i t represents a positive f i e l d , i . e . •22 
mm. 
0 
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Event Time 
23 As b. F i e l d deflexion 18 mm., conr 
firming estimate i n d. 
26 Throw of - 2 mm. Charge assooiated with 
s t a i n '26'. Followed by a charge f 
1 second l a t e r , throw - 3 mm., thoughVno 
s t a i n obtained. 
g 29 As d. Throw i s - 17 nm* indicating a 
positive f i e l d 4 17 mm. g serves as a 
time mazk te distinguish the charges at f 
andf. 
h 32 End of exposure trace, galvanometee lamp 
obscured. 
The point discharge galvanometer deflexion i s measured 
fo r each charge and f i e l d throw. Sta i n diameters are measured. 
£^ means of the ca l i b r a t i o n s already described the values of drop 
s i z e , charge, f i e l d and point discharge current are ftund. The 
exposure No. 7 then provides the following information: -
Time Radius Charge F i e l d Point Discharge 
(sees.) (mm.) ( lO'^ e.s.u.) (v/m.) (/^ A.) 
3 - - 1700 0 
15 0.57 - 1.6 - + 0,4 
19 - -0.8 - + 0.4 
20 - - c. • 1900 + 0.4 
23 - - + 1550 + 0,4 
26 0,71 - 0.4 - + 0.4 
27 - - 0.6 - + 0.4 
29 - - + 1450 + 0.4 
^ 1 
The range of charges measured f o r various values of 
f i e l d , &.nd the proportions of positive and negative charges, are 
summarized i n the following table:-
F i e l d V/m 
^400 i,J0O to 1000 ^1000 
Largest positive 
charge, /o"'€.s.a.. + 1 . 3 +8,1 + 50.0 
Largest negative 
charge, lo'^^.s.^. -22,0 -W.O - 68,0 
Ratio of numbers of 
positive to negative:-
(a) radius < 0,5 mm, 1,4 5.4 0,7 
(b) radius ^ 0 . 5 mm, 0.4 0,6 0,7 
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CHAPTER V 
The Connexion between point discharge, current and f i e l d 
During the period of observations on rain more than 
1,000 observations of point discharge current were made, with the 
simultaneous f i e l d , A summazy and discxission of ihe r e s u l t s are 
given here, the connexion with rain charge being considered i n the 
next chapter. 
F i r s t the values of fiftld were divided into convenient 
groups and the average current i n each group calculated. The few 
observations outside the range - 8000 to + 6000 Volt^metre were 
not included. The highest current observed was + 20,0 ^ a.m^ . 
during snow, with a f i e l d not l e s s than + 9000 V/m<, The average 
values obtained are plotted on the graph fpppsite. Apart from 
the humps a t + 2000 and - 300dV/m, the curve i s similar i n fom 
to that drawn by Whipple and Serasa (1936). These authors chose 
200 periods of f a i r l y isteao^ point discharge frcaa s i x Idiunderstoms 
a t Kew and drew a smooth curve through the points so obtained. 
T h e i r curves for positive and negative currents, gave an empirical 
relationship, 
t^ere I i s point discharge current, F the f i e l d and M a minimum 
f i e l d a t ^rtiich point discharge begins. The Kew r e s u l t s gave a 
s 0,0008 and M = 7»8 for positive currents entering the point, 
and a = 0.0010 and M. s 8.6 for negative currents, f i e l d s being 
'lag' behind a changing field» often persisting at a high value 
when the f i e l d had f a l l e n f a r below the corresponding point on the 
average value curve. This effect was pronounced on four occasions 
when the f i e l d changed sign well i n advance of the point discharge 
current. The extent of the lag i s shown i n t h i s table:-
F i e l d I a t Approximate F at F when I 
Change F s 0 I n t e r v a l 1 = 0 begin* with 
F s 0 to I = 0 opposite sign 
• to - + 0,7/*^^ 20 sees, - 1500 V/m, 
- to + - 0.1 15 sees. + 2000 V/m, + 2000 V/m. 
• to - + 0,2 ^  A. 20 sees, - 1500 V/m. - 3000 V/m, 
+ to - + 1,4^A. 15 sees, c, - 500-V/m, 
Simultaneous values of wind speed smd direction near the hut and 
discharging point are not available. However the lag seems much 
too great to be accounted for by wind velocity gradient. 
I t i s necessaiy to take into account the f a c t that the 
f i e l d measured i s that within two or three metres of the earth's 
surface. L e t us refer to the f i e l d above the point as the 'main 
f i e l d ' . Consider a tijue when point discharge has been established 
for at l e a s t a minute. Between the point and the ground there 
w i l l be a la y e r of ^ a c e charge opposite i n sign to the main f i e l d , 
due either to lower discharging objects or to the downward 
convection of ions by tur^lLence, I f the main f i e l d s t a r t s to 
diminish, prior to reversing i n sign, the field as measured within 
two or -ttiree metres of the ground will be reduced or even reversed 
by the space charge layer, even though the point discharge current 
persists. A consideration of lines of force shows that the main 
field w i l l differ from the fiel d near the ground until the inter-
mediate space charge layer i s dispersed. Since the space charge 
ion mobiliiy i s 1 or 2 cm./sec, per Voll/ca. and the ions are 
moving i n a field of the order of 10 V/cm. i t i s seen that iiie 
'lag' described above may peihaps be accounted for by the time taken 
for the space charge leyer to rise above the discharging point. 
There does not seem to be any reference i n published 
work to this 'lag* effect, although Dr. Leckie of Bandoeng 
mentioned to me i n conversation that he had noticed scsnething 
similar i n Java. 
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CH&FEER. VI 
gESULTS FOR RAIN 
VT 1, Extent of the observations. 
Between December, 1947 and October, 1 9 ^ a t o t a l of 54 
periods of r a i n f a l l yielded values of e l e c t r i c charge and mass f o r 
1128 single drops. There were many other periods, usually of quiet 
continuous r a i n , when charges were too small t o be recorded, that i s , 
-J 
i n general less than 0,1 x 10 e.s.u. The periods of rain may 
be c l a s s i f i e d simply as follows:-
Continuous rain;- when the rate of r a i n f a l l 
remainspractically constant for at lesist 
one hour; 
Thunderstorms; when thunder i s heard; 
Showers; a l l other kinds of rai n . 
Of the 54 periods mentioned, 27 were of continuous r a i n , 23 showers 
and 4 thunderstoims. 
Provided the rate of r a i n f a l l was not too small, say not 
below 0.01 inches per hour, i t was often possible t o col l e c t and 
measure the mass and charge of two or three drops i n an exposure of 
up to 30 seconds. The rate averaged over any period of r a i n f a l l w i l l 
be less than t h i s . My highest rates were 70 drops i n 43 minutes 
(average 1 i n 37 seconds) and 45 drops i n 14 minutes (average 1 i n 
19 seconds). To obtain these figures any drops ar r i v i n g together 
V 
and which might be fragments of a larger broken drop have not been 
counted, nor have those drops f o r which the stains were discovered 
only a f t e r the f i l t e r paper tray was v/ithdrawn from the apparatus. 
The highest rate of observing, indicated by G-schwend (1921) i s 18 
drops i n 50 minutes, or 1 drop i n 16? seconds. The present work 
thus shows a speeding up of the measuring processes by a factor 
between 5 and 10. This i s important when observational conditions, 
obviously connected with the weather, are continually changing^. 
VI 2. Possible errors i n the measurements. 
The rejection of some drops suspected of breaking was 
mentioned above. A certain proportion of drops w i l l s t r i k e the 
outer cone edge. This has been discussed by G-schwend (1921). I f 
the cone mouth i s of radius ^ and the drops are a l l of diameter 
d. , the proportion of drops which touch the rim of the cone i s 
found by drawing two c i r c l e s concentric with the cone mouth and of 
r a d i i iH-d aind r - d respectively. Drops which f a l l between 
the two c i r c l e s w i l l f o u l the cone edge. The proportion i s 
(t .dT (r ^ d)^ 
For the small cone and drops of diameter 1 ram. t h i s proportion i s 
one i n f i v e , and f o r drops of 0,5 mm. diameter one i n ten. The 
proportion would be less i f r were larger, but then drops would 
arr i v e too rapidly to be recorded. A drop s t r i k i n g the cone edge 
may be s p l i t up and discharged, and may also take on an influence 
charge. Gschwend has shown that the influence charge acquired by 
a drop of radius 1.2 mm. f o r aqy f i e l d i s much less than the rain 
charges mostly observed f o r that f i e l d . Jn considering size and 
charge of single drops, only those appearing as single stains have 
been included. The proportion of drops remaining which have fouled 
the cone edge i s probably one i n eight or nine f o r most rains. 
Of the 1128 measurements f o r which drop size and charge 
were both found, a small number of charges were outstandingly high. 
Taking the normal l i m i t s as it 10.0 x 10 ^ e,s,u., 74 charges 
(26 positive and ZtS negative) were outside t h i s rajige, A laboratory 
t e s t showed that when drops of radius 2 .0 mm. f a l l on to the edge 
of the inner cone and shatter, - the fragments f a l l i n g out of the 
receiver, - charges of - 10.0 x 10 ^ e.s.u. or more are shown 
by the galvanometer. This i s undoubtedly an example of Lenard 
ef f e c t (see page 5 ) , the positively charged water being l o s t 
leaving a negative charge. When the drops shatter above the cone 
and the fragments are collected, a positive charge i s observed, 
the negatively charged spray being l o s t i n t h i s case, Lensird 
e f f e c t a f cone edges might account f o r some of the high charges 
observed i n r a i n . However, of the 74 exceeding i 10 ,0 x 1 o ' e.s.u., 
66 appear as single drops, _and 7 of these are so small that they may 
each be a single fragment of a breaJcing drop. I t appears then 
that 59 of the 74 high charges are probably not i n error on account 
of Lenard e f f e c t , there being no sign of shattering, 
Chalmers and Pasquill ( l 9 3 8 ) speak of drops passing 
between the inner and outer cones and so causing a short c i r c u i t . 
With my apparatus t h i s was possiblg only f o r a drop radius exceeding 
1,,5 inm, I observed only one drop as large as t h i s , so the effect 
i s negligible here. 
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VI 3» The sign of charge and f i e l d . 
There were 1456 charges altogether on the records of the 
54 periods concerned, though the mass was not known d e f i n i t e l y f o r 
them aM, The numbers of either sign, and the number of drops 
with zero charge ( o r rather a charge too small to measure) are 
given i n the table below f o r either sign of f i e l d : -
Field Positive Field Negative 
Sign of charge + - zero + - zero 
Continuous r a i n 22 127 65 230 134 348 
Thunderstorms 7 38 2 28 19 4 
Showers 35 82 57 124 69 85 
TOTAL 64 247 124 382 222 437 
The t o t a l s f o r each kind of r a i n show the sign of drop charge most 
often opposed to the sign of the f i e l d . This agrees with what 
Gschwend (1921) found. 
The figures f o r continuous r a i n have been examined i n 
more d e t a i l to see i f they show any agreement with Simpson's r e s u l t 
f o r r a i n current at Kew, Simpson ( l 948) found that with f i e l d F 
less than 1000 V,/m, the charge per c.c. i s proportional to 
- (P - i^ jQO), The following tables show the figures f o r three 
ranges of f i e l d . Percentage values are also given f o r comparison 
purposes. 
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" • POSITIVE FIEIDS 
: - 0 to 399 2 ^ to 1000 
Sign + - Zero + - Zero 
Number 1 13 8 8 26 23 
% 5 59 36 14 46 ¥ ) 
> 1000 Total 
+ - Zero + - Zero 
13 88 34 22 127 65 
10 65 25 1 0 60 30 
NEGATIVE FIEIDS 
0 to 399 
Sign + - Zero 
Number 40 49 131 
% 18 22 .60 
400 to 1000 
• - Zero 
108 54' 167 
53 16 51 
> 1000 Total 
+ - Zero + - Zero 
82 31 50 230 134 348 
50 19 31 32 19 49 
For the higher f i e l d s the proportions of positive, negative 
and zero charges are not much di f f e r e n t f o r positive and negative 
f i e l d s . I n the range - 400 to + 400 V./m, however there are 
more negative than positive charges. Between zero f i e l d and 
- 400 V./m. there are nearly equal numbers of positive and negative 
charges. 
The mixture of positive and negative charges i s also 
apparent f o r anyone of the periods. S t i l l there were often 
occasions when several charges ofl only one sign were received i n 
succession, usually when the f i e l d was of opposite sign, but some-
times when the f i e l d had the same sign as the charges. At one time 
with a f i e l d of -3000 V./m* 10 positive charges were recorded i n 
-3 -3 
quick succession betvveen 0,8 x 10 and 2,7 x 10 e.s.u. 
On another occasion i n l i g h t continuous r a i n with l i t t l e wind and 
/02. 
a f i e l d of - 300 V./m. the galvanometer deflexions were observed 
v i s u a l l y . A l l charges were negative, between 0.5 x 10 ^ and 
1.0 X 10 ^ e.s.u. The large cone was used so that drops arrived 
f a i r l y frequently. During a period of quiet snow with p r a c t i c a l l y 
no wind, and using the large cone with visual observing, 36 negative 
and only 2 positive charges were noted i n l 6 minutes. The f i e l d was 
between + 50 and + 1 5 0 V./m. Again, i n a heavy shower of snow and 
soft h a i l when the f i e l d was about + 3000 V./m. there were 30 
negative charges ranging up to 60 x 10 ^ e.s.u., a l l observed 
within two minutes, using the large cone. 
/o3 
VI 4 .a. Drop size and charge f o r r a i n without point discharge. 
Of the 54 periods of r a i n f a l l investigated, there were 21 
when the f i e l d was less than 1000 V./m. and therefore wiUiout 
appreciable point discharge. Of these 15 have been classed as 
continuous rain and 6 as showers. -^ he preceding tables show that 
i n continuous rain without point dischai^e a very high proportion 
of the drops have no measurable charge. This applies also to the 
6 showers. Sometimes 20 or 30 drops of radius between 0.2 and 0.5inm, 
would be collected m.th no detectable charge. Except fo r r a i n on 
2nd Juhe, ^ ^l^8^ which w i l l be discussed l a t e r , no general relationship 
was found between mass and charge f o r r a i n without point discharge, 
though usually the larger charges were carried by the.larger drops. 
During one period of l i g h t r a i n when charges were too small to. j u s t i f y 
making a photographic record, the f i e l d being - 100 t o - 300 V./m., ' 
I made an estimate of the number of drops arr i v i n g . Using the large 
cone and exposing f i l t e r papers f o r 10 seconds each I observed stains 
corresponding on an average to 7 drops of a t least 0 ,5 nm. radius and 
several smaller drops, or roughly 1 drop per second. Charges were 
detected at an average rate of one i n 100 seconds. Hence i n t h i s 
p a r t i c u l a r r a i n only about one drop i n 100 csirried a charge which 
could be measured. 
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VI ii^b. The continuous r a i n without point discharge on 2nd June, 
1948, 
Rain from early morning was p r a c t i c a l l y continuous through-
out t h i s day, and 231 drop charges were measured. I n some cases 
the drop radius was not obtained. I n others i t was not possible 
to say at what instant a particular stain appeared, and so a charge 
coxild not be associated w i t h i t . However, the observations were 
grouped according to the f i e l d strength, using an i n t e r v a l of 
200 V./m. A l l f i e l d s were negative. I n each group the algebraic 
sum of a l l the charges observed was divided by the t o t a l volijme of 
water measured to give , the average charge per c.c. No 
charges or masses were rejected i n forming t h i s average. When ^ 
is. plotted against f i e l d P (opposite page'O't-) the points f a l l 
very nearly on a straight l i n e f o r which ^ i s proportional to 
-(P + 500) where P i s i n volts/metre. For comparison purposes the 
l i n e <^  -(p - ijjOO) representing Simpson's observations f o r r a i n 
currents ( l 9 4 8 ) i s shown dotted. 
The observations on 2nd June, 1948 included one period, 
beginning a t I626 hrs. and la s t i n g 19 minutes when the charges were 
mostly above the average f o r the f i e l d a t ihe time. The charge Q. 
fo r each drop i s plotted against f i e l d P on ihe l e f t hand graph 
(opposite page / 05 ) , and on the r i g h t hand graph f o r the same drops 
the charge per c.c, ^ i s plotted against P. Drops with zero charge 
and anjr suspected of breaking have been omitted, leaving 24 points f o r 
the graph. Masses ranged from 0.02 to 4 .2 mg. The orderly arrange-
ment of points on the graph of <^  and P shows that for t h i s period a 
relationship similar t o that f o r the average values <^ may hold * 
approximately even f o r individual drops. 
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VI 5.a. Drop size and charge f o r r a i n vdth point discharge. 
I n general, drop charges were much higher f o r the periods 
when there was point discharge either a l l or most of the tame. The 
proportion of drops with charge too small to be measured was only one 
i n four. No general relationship between size and charge was found 
f o r individual drops, though we w i l l consider l a t e r the results f o r 
one p a r t i c u l a r day when conditions were steadier than usual. 
Taken from a l l the periods of r a i n f a l l examined there 
were 17O drops, f o r each of which both radius a and charge Q 
were known and the simultaneous value of point discharge current I 
was not zero. These drops were arranged i n groups according to 
t h e i r radius, using an i n t e r v a l of 0,2 mm, The average value 
of Y each group was plotted against radius (see upper graph 
opposite page/06). Apart from the point f o r a = 1,2 mm, which 
\o 
i s based on^observations f o r a. > 1.0 mm,, the points l i e close to 
• a straight l i n e through the o r i g i n and of slope 12 x 10 e.s,u,/^A. 
per mm. 
i n order to see i f a better l i n e could be obtained f o r 
only steady point discharge currents I selected from the I70 drops 
those f o r which the current had persisted at least 1 minute wi-Uiout 
change of sign. A graph similar to that j u s t mentioned was drawn, 
but using the estimated average value of I f o r the previous minute. 
This graph showed no improvement on the other, bearing out that i t 
i s the instantaneous value of I which i s connected vdth drop charge. 
For reasons discussed i n the next chapter the average 
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values of ^ f o r the I 70 drops were plotted on a graph against r or 
V where V i s the terminal velocity of a dri p of radius a. 
-( see lower graph opposite page /06), The points l i e near a 
- J , . 
s t r a i g h t l i n e through the o r i g i n and of slope 0.9 x 10 e.s.u.An. 
per cra^/cm./sec, and the f i t i s better than i t was f o r 2 and a* 
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71 5.b. The continuous r a i n vdth point discharge on J r d June, ^9hB» 
During i i i i s pa r t i cu la r day an occluded f r o n t passed slowly-
over northern England and i t rained s teadi ly throughout the morning 
and afternoon a t rates between 0.04 and 0,16 inches per hour. There 
were no sudden changes i n temperature greater than 1 ° F . Wind 
veered steadily throughout -the day from 310° to 350°, and showed 
no v id l en t changes i n speed. Cloud* base height remained p r a c t i c a l l y 
constant a t seme 2000 f t , a t Leeming and Some 1300 f t . a t Tynemouth 
(nearest report ing s t a t ions ) . A t times there was sustained point 
discharge of both signs. I n one pa r t i cu la r period from 1106 hrs , 
to 1130 hrs , the radius of drops col lected was nearly constant 
(average 0,J1JJ8 mm,) and the drop charge Q was usually high compared 
wi th errors due to zero f l u c t u a t i o n of the charge galvanometer. The 
period yielded 37 measurements of s ingle drops, any suspected of 
breaking having already been rejected. The 37 drops are represented 
on a graph, p l o t t i n g Q and I (opposite page ^07 ) , where Q i s the 
observed charge of a s ingle drop. ^ i j^Xes indicate radius ^ 0.5 mm,, 
t r i ang les indicate radius > 0,5 mm. The c i rc les l i e roughly on a 
s t ra igh t l i n e of slope -9 x 10 e , s ,u . /^^ • Because of the 
scatter no estimate of the intercepts has been made, though there 
appears to be a small negative value of Q when Z = O • The 
values of charge per c.c, of a. single drop are plot ted against I 
f o r the 37 points on, the graph opposite page / ^ 8 . Again the points 
l i e rox:ighly on a s t ra igh t l i n e of slope -28 e.s.u,/e,c, per 
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V I 6. Summary of Results. 
Sign of charge and f i e l d . 
I n the case of f i e l d s greater than 2|JOO V./m, an inverse 
connexion between sign of drop charge and f i e l d i s nearly always 
indicated, but there are usually some drops carrying a charge of the 
same sign as the f i e l d . 
Size and charge of drops i n the absence of point d i s charge« 
On one day of continuous r a in (June 2nd, 19^8) > when 
conditions were steadier than usual, measurements on drops wi th 
charges not less than 0.1 x 10 ' e.s.u. could be represented by 
^ oc - (p + 500) 
where ^ i s the average charge per c .c , and P -tiie f i e l d i n v o l t s 
per metre. The f i e l d was negative throughout. 
P 
or one period of 19 minutes on the same day there were 
24 drops f o r vMch measurements were not i n appreciable doubt. For 
these taken singly charge and f i e l d seemed quite independent, but 
there i s some evidence f o r a connexion between charge per c.c, and 
f i e l d s imi lar i n form to that given above f o r average values. 
Size and charge of drops during point discharge. 
There were altogether 17O drops f o r v^ich both radius a 
and charge Q were measured and the instantaneous point discharge 
current J was not zero. The measurements may be represented by 
Agreement i s rather bet ter i f they are expressed by 
where V i s the terminal ve loc i ty of a drop of radius a. 
During a period of 2L minutes on 3rd Jtine, 19^8, the 37 
drops col lected were of nearly constant radius, and without taking 
averages gave the connexion 
Q «c I . 
no 
CHAPTER V I I Discussion-of resul ts f o r r a i n 
711 1, Comparison wi th previous results f o r single drops 
The present resul ts agree wi th those of Gschwend ( l 9 2 l ) 
and Chalmers and Pasqui l l (1938) i n showing that there i s i n nearly 
a l l r a i n a mixture of drops wi th charges of e i ther sign. With 
• G-schwend, I have observed that the sign of drop charge i s , more 
frequent ly than not , opposed to the sign of the f i e l d , I do not 
consider my observations to be extensive enough to supply data f 6 r 
ca lcu la t ing e i ther average charge per c.c. of r a in or to discuss 
the excess of pos i t ive or negative e l e c t r i c i t y , 
V i i 2, Rain without point discharge 
The resul ts f o r 2nd June, 1948 (see page lOi^) give a 
l i nea r connexion between average charge per c.c, and f i e l d P 
(see graph opposite pager'o^- ) , My l i n e has a steeper slope than 
that f o r Simpson's resul t s (1948) f o r r a i n currents, and the 
intercept on the f i e l d axis gives P = - 500 f o r ^ = 0 against 
Simpson's P = + 400 f o r = 0 , L i t t l e agreement can be 
expected between my resul ts f o r one day and Simpson's resul t s 
averaged over four years. The steep slope f o r the values taken 
from single drops w i l l be high pa r t ly because of the neglect of 
small drops, the lower l i m i t of charge sens i t i v i ty being 0,1 x 10 ^ 
e .s ,u . Considering the 1626 hours period on the same day (see 
page l o t f ) , there are signs of a connexion, s imi la r to Simpson's, 
between f i e l d and the value of charge per c.c, even f o r single drops. 
The resu l t s f o r the day i n general suggest tha t , given steady 
Ml 
conditions and a more sensit ive means of measuring charges i n quick 
succession, a d e f i n i t e re la t ionship between f i e l d , drop size and 
drop charge may be foyind, A theore t ica l discussion must be post-
poned u n t i l the resuiits of more extensive observations are avai lable . 
V I I 3« Rain wi th point discharge 
I f a t f i r s t we ignore the connexion Q cC ~ - the 
resu l t s f o r r a in with point discharge are simimarised i n the r e l a t i on -
ship Q ^ 
r 
The values of Q. were obtained from values of Q (and J ) of 
both sign, i n roughly equal proportions. Therefore any theory to 
account f o r the observed relat ionship must have provision f o r drops 
to acquire a charge of e i ther s ign. We w i l l consider two simple 
classes of p o s s i b i l i t i e s . I n the f i r s t class (a) the drop charge 
as measured at the ear th 's surface i s p r inc ipa l ly the i n i t i a l charge 
acquired by one single process of cjiarge separation to form the 
cloud. I n the second class (b) the drop charge as measured has 
been acquired a f t e r the o r i g i n a l separation of charge, or *on the 
way do?m*, the new charge being much greater than the i n i t i a l charge, 
( l consider that many more observations are necessary before -there 
can be any discussion of charging by two processes j o i n t l y . ) 
I n class (a) -tiiere are two p o s s i b i l i t i e s , the theory of 
T/ilson and that of Pindeisen, A l l others give a charge of one sign 
only . We can reasonably ru l e out Wilson's process of chaise 
separation i n clouds because.it has only a l imi ted appl icat ion (see 
12. 
Chalmers (1949, page 158)) , namely vihen there i s an upward convection 
current wi th ve loc i ty between that of the f a l l i n g drops and that of 
the downward moving ions , Yfithout t h i s condition a separation i s 
riot e f fec ted , Pindeisen's spl inter- format ion theory has not ye t 
been f u l l y developed, but i t does seem tha t the ice p a r t i c l e , 
carrying a charge opposite to that of the spl in ters i t has shed, 
w i l l be of the same sign as the f i e l d i t produces between cloud 
and earth. As at the earth* s surface the sign of the drop charge 
i s generally opposite t o that of the f i e l d , an i n i t i a l chai;ge 
acquired by Pindeisen's process must be reversed i n sign before 
reaching the ground. This f o r i n i t i a l charging cannot then account 
f o r the observed charges. 
I n class (b) we w i l l not discuss the p o s s i b i l i t i e s 
associated w i t h a veiy low f reez ing l eve l because none of the point 
discharge resu l t s were obtained during winter . At the same time we 
w i l l not consider the breaking of drops, nor Prenkel 's mechanism of 
pos i t ive ion capture, as single p r inc ipa l means of charging, since 
they give drop charges of one i^ign only, Gunn's theory predicts that 
the charge of drops i n e l e c t r i c a l equilibidum w i l l be pos i t ive i f they 
are evaporating, negative i f condensing, and -that the drops w i l l a l l 
have the same po t en t i a l , i , e , Q oC Q.. There seems t o be no 
.obvious connexion with point discharge however. 
Dr . J . A. Chalmers suggested to me that a l inear (o r 
nearly l inear ) re la t ionship between Q_ and Q- might be accounted 
I 
f o r by Wilson's theoiy of the capture of . ions by f a l l i n g drops, as 
developed by Whipple and Chalmers ( l944) . According to the theory. 
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an uncharged drop of radius a and ve loc i ty V f a l l i n g a distance 
^ through a region where the average v e r t i c a l ionic conduction 
current density i s w i l l acquire a charge Q where 
Q - -
3 T T L , C X 3 C 
V 
This i s a s i m p l i f i e d expression obtained when ions of only one sign 
are present. Considering, the ions as or ig ina t ing i n point discharge 
and assvmiing that i s proport ional to the point discharge 
current I as measured, i t fo l lows that Q oC - ^ f o r 
constant, , The average values of Q. f o r the 170 drops vihen 1 ^ 0 
(see page/OS") were f o r t h i s reason plot ted against — (see 
lower graph opposite page 'OG ) , The points f i t the l i n e rather 
bet ter than was the case f o r S and a (upper graph opposite 
page/06). Assuming that var ia t ions i n JC are smoothed out by 
taking averages, t h i s i s evidence f o r Wilson's process as the 
p r i n c i p a l means by which these r a i n drops have acquired the i r charge. 
Inc iden ta l ly f o r values of a up to 1,0 ram. Laws' resul ts ( l 9 4 l ) 
show that <X cC \/ nearly. Then i s nearly proportional 
to £X accounting f o r the s t ra ight l i n e obtained by p l o t t i n g Q 
and CL , 
For the 1106 hours period on 3rd June, 1948 there i s a 
clear connexion between Q and I f o r ind iv idua l drops. I t i s hoped 
l a t e r to account f o r the resu l t s of t h i s period i n tems of Wilson's 
theory. 
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V I I 4, Consideration of recent resul ts f o r r a i n currents, 
Simpson (l948) found that his resul ts f o r r a in current 
and point discharge could be expressed by the empirical relat ionship 
(g iven on page 10 ) : -
t = - O'^O K lO IK 
osr? 
where C i s the measured r a i n current density and K the rate of 
r a i n f a l l . Now t - <^ ^  where 0/ i s the charge per c,c, of r a i n , 
Simpson's equation then gives l\ cC 1 l\ or (y ^ R"*^* 
f o r a given ra te of r a i n f a l l ^ OC CX. . Por Q to be 
proport ional to a the necessary condit ion i s that CL i s 
proport ional to r\ or l \ proportional to CL , 'Roughly 
average values' (as he describes them) of ra te of r a i n f a l l and drop 
diameter are given by Humphreys ( l940 , page 280), and i f from h i s 
values log R i s p lot ted against log (radius) on a graph a s t ra ight 
l i n e i s obtained, of slope 2,4, Laws and Parsons (l943) give 
corresporiding values of R and median drop diameter, ( i n any 
sample of r a in the volume of water occupied by drops larger than the 
. median i s equal t o the volime occupied by drops smaller than the 
median). I f log R i s plot ted against log (median drop radius) 
the slope of the s t ra igh t l i ne obtained i s 5,2, Palmer (l949) 
re fe rs to a re la t ionship given by A. C. Best that the rate of r a i n -
f a l l i s proport ional to the fou r th power of the radius of the drop 
whose volvune i s the mean volume of the drops counted. (The graphs 
are opposite page//V-). The slopes show that i t i s wi th in the 
bounds of p o s s i b i l i t y that R varies approximately wi th a power of CX-
such as 4 .6 , and hence that the connexion — Q ^ (X or 
- 5 - o C ^ i^scessarily at variance wi th Simpson's resul ts 
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f o r r a i n currents, 
V I I 5. Dependence of r a in charge on instantaneous point discharge 
current 
Wherever there appeared to be any connexion between drop 
charge and point discharge current , whether f o r par t i cu la r periods 
or f o r the average of many periods, i t was the instantaneous 
value of I which f i t t e d best. I f I included only those drops • 
f o r which I had remained without change of sign f o r one minute, 
there was no improvement. Using tiie average value of i f o r 
that minute gave no be t te r f i t . I f the value of I was tsiken from 
the average point discharge current curve (see Chapter V) f o r the 
instantaneous f i e l d there was no improvement, Simpson's resul ts 
(1948) ^ow tha t iiie r a i n current i s related to the instantaneous 
value, of J , Now a drop of radius 0,42 m,m, has a terminal 
ve loc i t y of 3.6 metres/sec. To f a l l 500 metres from the cloud 
base (as on 3rd June, 1948) would therefore take some 2^ minutes at 
leas t . To t h i s must be added increments to allow f o r (a) the 
distance the drop was f a l l i n g before i t l e f t the cloud base (usually 
some hundreds of metres), and (b) the r e l a t i ve slowing down of the 
dropehrof below the cloud due to convection. The time of f a l l of 
such a drop i s thus probably not less than 5 minutes f o r most r a i n f a l l s . 
I n the theory, Whipple and Chalmers (1944) predict that the drop 
charge v / i l l be ei ther (a) the charge the drop had before i t f e l l 
through the region of ions , or (b) a maximum of 3 Xo- where X 
i s the f i e l d . For X = i^ ooo l/'./m.and a = 0•O^^Z cm, the 
product J X c t gives only 0,5 x 10 e.s .u. We see tha t f o r case 
(a) there can be no connexion wi th the instantaneous measured value 
lit 
of I and f o r (b) the predicted charge i s f a r below the observed 
values. Hence v/e cannot consider the charging of the drop t o have 
taken place by Wilson's process i n the f i e l d near the earth's surface, 
and so again the instantaneous value of I would not be related t o 
the drop charge. 
The value of X i n the expression 5 Xo^ to give a charge 
as great as those observed must be much higher than 3*000 V/m, 
Wilson (1925) and Whipple and Scrase (l936) have shown theore t ica l ly 
that the value of X between cloud and earth w i l l be much higher than 
i t s value near' the ear th 's surfaice as a resul t of the production of a 
space charge, pos i t ive f o r negative point discharge and vice versa. 
The only estimates o f f i e l d strength below clouds based on observation 
are those made by Simpson and Scrase (l937) and Simpson and Robinson, 
(1940). They used the a l t i -e lec t rograph - an instrument by means of 
which i s recorded the d i r ec t ion of the curreirt f lowing between points 
attached to a f r e e balloon and a point on a t r a i l i n g wire. The 
d i r ec t i on of the current i s indicated by pole- f inding paper and the 
width of the trace enables an estimate to be made of the current 
f l owing . Simpson and Scrase assumed that th is current was related 
to the f i e l d by the expression I = a C F ^ - M ) as f o r discharge from 
an earthed point (see Chapter V ) . The a l t i -e lec t rograph resul ts 
show no increase i n f i e l d wi t h height above the earth's surface 
s u f f i c i e n t to account f o r the magnitude of r a i n charges observed. 
The estimates of f i e l d from the a l t i -e lect rqgraph observations are 
not everywhere accepted uncondit ional ly. Chalmers C'1949, page 103) 
suggests tha t as i n steady conditions the t o t a l v e r t i c a l current 
density i s constant, perhaps i t i s t h i s current density which i s 
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measured by the a l t i -e lec t rograph , and not the f i e l d . The width 
of the trace on the instrument would then be approximately constant, 
as i t appears to be from the published resu l t s . Moreover G-unn 
(1948) reports f i e l d s between 130,000 and 343,000 Volts/metre v4ien 
f l y i n g an a i r c r a f t through thunderclouds. Although no d e f i n i t e 
conclusion on the f i e l d strength below clouds can yet be reached, 
Trtiipple and Scrase (1936) have pointed out that Schonland's resul ts 
f o r point discharge lead to a f i e l d below Uie clouds of some 6 x 
10 V/m, With values aich. as th i s f o r A i t i s clear that drop 
charges of the magnitude observed can be accounted f o r by Wilson's 
theoiy . 
Xf Yifilson's i s the main process at work i t s t i l l ranains 
to show why i t i s the instantaneous value of I which i s related to 
r a i n drop charge. Dr . J . A. Chalmers has suggested that the 
d i f f i c u l t y w i l l be overcome i f we consider cloud, r a i n , and region 
containing point discharge ions to move together hor izonta l ly past 
the place of observation. Then the e f f e c t i v e ionic current density 
below the cloud w i l l be proportional to the observed value of J . 
Inc iden ta l ly Humphreys (1940, page 265), discussing v e r t i c a l convec-
t i o n of moist a i r , also emphasises the need to consider the 
horizontal movement of the a i r . 
V I I 6. The primary process - establishing the f i e l d or charging 
of r a in 
I f Wilson's process i s the p r inc ipa l means of acquiring 
charge, then the primary process i s thE establishing of a po ten t ia l 
gradient. The charging of r a in i s a secondary process. We w i l l 
now consider t h i s , and i t s a l t e rna t ive . I t was seen i n Chapter I 
(page 10 ) that Simpson's observations (iShS) on r a in currents wi th 
poin t discharge showed that approaches a constant value f o r 
high rates of r a i n f a l l , Simpson a t t r ibu tes t h i s to the sweeping 
down by r a i n of a l l the point discharge ions . ^he suggestion i s 
tha t the r a i n current i s l im i t ed by the supply of point discharge 
ions . The primary process i s then the set t ing up. of an e l ec t r i c 
f i e l d . I have worked out equivalent r a i n currents from the resu l t s 
f o r drops w i t h point discharge given i n section V I 5. a. Rain 
current i i s equal to where Cjj i s charge/cc and ^ the rate of 
r a i n f a l l . "''he value of was averaged f o r drops taken from 
each period of r a i n f a l l . The averages, which are equivalent to 
increase wi th R , but no maximum value of "r i s evident. Values 
of R ranged up to 0,2 inches/hour. The highest value of ^ 
i s 9,3 e .s .u . /c .c , - i nche^hr , p e r y " ^ . Expressing t h i s i n c.g,s , 
ixnits and e, s,uV we have 
3 X / d I I 
= Z-Z X / O c m . 
I t i s customary to r e f e r to the density of ionic current due to 
point discharge as the 'na tura l point discharge current density' <J^  
assumed to be uniformly d i s t r i bu t ed . I f the natural current i s due 
to a number of equally spaced points i n rectangular array i den t i c a l 
wi th that used f o r measurements, each can be considered to occupy an 
area A and the distance between points i s Then I = JA 
f o r one point and we have 
I f the value of were l i m i t i n g , which i t does not appear to 
be, we should have = T , and so 
Hence the e f f e c t i v e separation of points s imi la r to that used would 
be i . e . 6.7 metres. I f the value of > ('^'5)±s not a 
maximum the separation vri . l l be less than 6,7 metres. 
Judging from the exposure of the point used, t h i s estimate 
i s perhaps low. I t i s ce r t a in ly much lower than the value 25 metres 
assumed by Chalmers and L i t t l e (1947) f o r a point erected i n the same 
v i c i n i t y , but when the main bui lding was only about ha l f i t s present 
s ize. I f 6.7 metres i s much less than the true value, i t i s clear 
that the r a i n current exceeds the natural point discharge current , -
that i s , i f the resul ts f o r drop charge considered here are at a l l 
representative of r a i n a t Durham i n general. I f so, the r a i n i s 
acquiring charge by scane process other than Wilson's . This other 
process, g iv ing charge connected wi th instantaneous point discharge 
ciorrent, may operate near the earth 's surface. I t must be e f f ec t i ve 
f o r ei ther sign of charge, and i s therefore not merely the brealcing 
drop process, The r a i n drops leave an opposite charge i n the a i r , 
se t t ing up the-observed po ten t i a l gradient as a secondary process. 
Further discussion of these p o s s i b i l i t i e s must await a 
more sa t is factory estimate of discharging point separation and more 
numerous observations on single drops. 
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V I I I SUGCESTIOI^ IS FOR PURTHER WORK ON SINGLE DROPS 
The resul ts of my work show that measuring technique must 
be developed to meet with two d i f f e r e n t kinds of circumstances. 
On the one hand i n more disturbed weather, drop charges are usually 
h igh but atmospheric condit ions are changing rap id ly . On the 
other hand, i n quiet r a i n f a l l s , drop char;ges are usually low, but 
conditions remain steao|y o f t e n fo r an hour or more. Por l i v e l y 
, weather then the main need i s to be able to measure charge and 
size of 100 or more drops i n as many seconds or less , the charge 
s e n s i t i v i t y of the apparatus not necessarily exceeding that of the 
ampl i f i e r described i n Chapter I I , On the other hand, i n quiet 
steady condi t ions, drops need not be collected i n nearly so short 
- 5 -
a time, but i t must be possible to measure charges as small as 10 
e.s.u, or even less. 
Let us consider the l i v e l y weather f i r s t , ^or measuring 
charge, e lectronic methods are probably best. The important 
requirement i s a short resolving time, less than 1 second, and so 
the cathode ray oscil lograph i s probably the best indicat ing device. 
For measuring drop size the raindrop impa.ctor (see page ) has 
the advantage of a high rate of working and independence of drop 
terminal v e l o c i t y , A combination of G-unn's ' inducing ring* ( t o 
measure charge) (see page '2. ) moving jus t ahead of the raindrop 
impactor should give a high rate f o r observations. Both charge 
and size could be represented simultaneously on a cathode ray 
oscil lograph screen and a continuous photographic record made. 
I l l 
Such an axrangement would include a l l r a i n f a l l i n g obliquely, thus 
ensuring a f a i r sample. By using a large reception aperture, 
effects due to touching the edge would be much reduced. By 
v i s u a l l y observing the oscillograph screen the best moment f o r 
photographic exposures could be judged, thus avoiding waste of 
f i l m . An a t t r a c t i v e v a r i a t i o n would be t o devise an apparatus 
with which two variables such as charge and radius are automatically 
plotted with rectangular co-ordinates on the oscillograph screen. 
The operator could then select f o r his records those periods when 
the best correlation was apparent. This i s not outside the bounds 
of electronic technique, and the labour saved i n computation would 
probably j u s t i f y building the apparatus. 
I n the case of quiet weather when charges are small the 
f i r s t requirement i s a device f o r measuring charges at least as 
small as /O e.s.u, A low rate of observation i s permissible 
since conditions are usually steady. Therefore i f a valve 
amplifier i s developed on the lines of that mentioned i n section I I 4 
the grid c i r c u i t time constant may be accordingly higher. This 
meajis that the use of electrometer valves i s not out of the question, 
p a r t i c u l a r l y i f there i s adequate protection from the vand. For 
the measurement of drop size the rather tedious absorbent paper 
method i s available f o r drops of radius more than 0,2 mm, A method 
involving terminal v e l o c i t y i s available, on the principle of that 
used by Gunn (page IZ ) , I f the receiving vessel i s a long 
v e r t i c a l cylinder a charged drop w i l l give a signal both on entering 
the top and on leaving the bottom. The time i n t e r v a l between these 
I I Z 
signals i s inversely proportional to the drop velocity, which 
depends on drop size. Of course an iincharged drop w i l l pass 
unnoticed. 
I n these suggestions I have considered two classes of 
r a i n f a l l , according as the weather i s more or less disturbed. 
Further c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s could obviously be made, pa r t i c u l a r l y to 
include other forms of pr e c i p i t a t i o n , not forgetting mist and fog. 
I t i s u n l i k e l y that any one set of apparatus w i l l be satisfactory 
f o r a l l types of pre c i p i t a t i o n . There i s also a need for 
observations at sarying altit u d e s . These can be made either on 
high buildings and mountains, or from f l y i n g a i r c r a f t , Chauveau (1922) 
observed that often during r a i n f a l l when the sign of the f i e l d at 
ground l e v e l was reversed, the nomal positive f i e l d at the top of 
the E i f f e l Tower was only diminished. He did not measvire r a i n 
charges. The reversal of the f i e l d a t the foot of the tower 
implies a negative space chaise between the level of the top and 
the ground. Measurements made at the two levels might reveal what 
part the r a i n plays i n t h i s phenomenon. C-unn's pioneer measurements 
from an a i r c r a f t were mentioned on page Lj- , Chalmers (1949, p»l63) 
points out that measurements should be made i n other parts of the 
world, both on land and sea, p a r t i c u l a r l y i n the tropics and polar 
regions. U n t i l -these extensive observations i n varying conditions 
are made, our knowledge of pre c i p i t a t i o n e l e c t r i c i t y , and atmospheric 
e l e c t r i c i t y i n general, w i l l be both uncertain and incomplete. 
ill 
P r e c i p i t a t i o n has an essential r o l e i n a l l theories of 
the * separation of charge*' i n clouds. The precip i t a t i o n particles 
f i r s t acquire a charge opposite i n sign to that of the surrounding 
a i r . Convection then brings about the separation i n space. On 
. reaching the ground a pr e c i p i t a t i o n p a r t i c l e carries a charge made 
up of the charge i t had i n the cloud and, superimposed, any charge 
acquired whilst f a l l i n g . The various theories of separation of 
charge and of the charging of pre c i p i t a t i o n are based on e l e c t r i f i -
cation associated with one or more of the following processes:-
(a) selective capture of ions by water drops or ice particles; 
(b) f r i c t i o n of ice part i c l e s ; 
(c) breaMng of water drops; 
(d) evaporation and condensation; 
(e) freezing of supercooled water drops; 
( f ) f o m ation of ice-splinters during vaporization or sublimation; 
(g) assumption of negative charge by water droplets i n ionized a i r . 
Most observers measuring r a i n currents have found the 
sign of the r a i n , more often than not, opposed to that of the f i e l d . 
Certain quantitative relationships are shovm by measurements made 
at the eaxth* s surface by Simpson (^ 948), or rain without point 
discharge he obtains a lifaear connexion between the charge per c,c, 
of r a i n and the earth's e l e c t r i c f i e l d . For rain with point 
dischsLTge ^impson's r e s u l t s lead him to conclude that the r a i n 
c o l l e c t s the point discharge ions i n the a i r . E a r l i e r work on 
single drops shows that f i e l d and charge axe, more often than not, 
of opposite sign, but no quantitative relationships had been 
found f o r drop charge and mass and the f i e l d . 
I n the present work both mass and charge of single drops 
have been measured. A drop admitted through a cone-shaped opdning 
f a l l s on to a prepared f i l t e r paper placed i n an insulated metal 
receiver. The stain on the paper gives a measure of the drop size -
following Wiesner's absorbent paper method. The charge i s amplified 
by electronic means and recorded photographically on a r o t a t i i i g drum. 
I n the amplifier two S P 41 pentode valves operate i n a balanced 
bridge c i r c u i t with f l o a t i n g grids, A galvanometer connected 
between the anodes gives a b a l l i s t i c deflexion proportional to the 
aharge a r r i v i n g i n the receiver. The s e n s i t i v i t y l i m i t when * 
recording i s 0,1 x 10 e,s,u. The amplifier automatically re-
adjusts i t s e l f t o measure the next charge, the resolving time being 
2 seconds. The recorded deflexion and the stain on the f i l t e r 
paper f o r any particular drop are associated by a special, technique. 
The records are l a t e r interpreted at leisure. Over periods of 
20 minutes records of charges and sizes have been made corresponding 
to 2 or 3 drops per minute, a rate sane 5 or 10 times higher than 
that i n the e a r l i e r work by Gschwend (1921), The entry of drops 
i n t o the cone was controlled by an earthed metal cover. When t h i s 
cover Was moved away from over the cone the bound charge due to the 
earth's f i e l d was recorded. The deflexion due to t h i s charge could 
always be i d e n t i f i e d , providing a convenient method of measuring 
the f i e l d . The point discharge current from an exposed point was 
recorded on the same drum. 
ITS' 
For more than 1000 observations of point discharge 
current the values of the simultaneous f i e l d were divided i n t o 
groups and the average current f o r each group calculated. The 
results give a relationship similar to that of Whipple and Scrase 
(1936):-
where J i s current i n jm amp., F the f i e l d i n V./cra., M a 
minimiun f i e l d , and a i s a constant. M was 4V/cm. and 
a = 0.0009 f o r positive currents entering the point and 
a = 0,0005 f o r negative currents. There are two unaccountable 
humps i n the curve giving high values of I at — 20 V./cm. On 
several occasions the current showed a lag behind a changing f i e l d . 
I t i s suggested that t h i s lag really indicates that fhe f i e l d near 
the ground changes sign i n advance of the f i e l d higher up, on 
account of a layer of space chaise near the ground. 
An inverse connexion between sign of drop charge and of 
f i e l d was nearly always found during t h i s work f o r f i e l d s greater 
than 400 V./m., though there were usually some drops with ihe 
same sign as the f i e l d . I n the case of ra i n without point discharge 
there was i n general no connexion found between charge and f i e l d , 
perhaps because drop charges were smaller than the l i m i t of 
measurement very often. On one particular day however (2nd June, 
1948), v&ien conditions were quiet and steady, the average charge 
per c.c, 0^ showed a roughly linear relationship with f i e l d F 
expressed i n v o l t s per metre:-
For one period of 19 minutes on that same day the 24 drops observed 
appear to have a similar relationship with f i e l d , without taking 
averages. 
The observations on r a i n with point discharge included 
170 drops f o r which radius a and charge Q were measured and the 
poiht discharge current I was not zero. On taking average 
Q 
values of ~ — groups of drops with radius a i n d e f i n i t e 
ranges the results are expressed by 
- ^ oc cx 
or rather better by 
Q ^ T ^ V 
Where V i s the drop terminal velocity. For one particular day, 
(3rd June, 1948) when conditions were steady a period of 24 minutes 
iribluded 37 drops, of nearly equal radius, f o r which, without 
taking averages, 
0.C r . 
I t appears t o be the instantaneous value of J which best f i t s 
the relationships given i n t h i s paragraph. 
For Q , 0- , I and Vto be so related, -tiie theory 
which seems to give the best explanation i s Wilson's theory of 
selective i o n capture by f a l l i n g drops as developed by Whipple and 
Chalmers ('1944^ I n t h i s connexion i t i s interesting t o examine 
Simpson's result 
0-5-7 
L oC I R 
where i i s the ra i n eurrent density, R the rate of r a i n f a l l and I 
/Z7 
the instantaneous value of point discharge current. Writing f^ R 
f o r ipMvhere i s the charge per c,c, of r a i n , i t follows that:-
1 ^0..3 
or 
Q ^ a.-i T r" 
The data available f o r corresponding values of ^  and a suggest 
th a t K a 
very approximately. I n t h i s case 
2. Or =. \ roughly, 
Simpson^ s results thus are not necessarily at variance with those 
f o r single drops obtained during the present work. The dependence 
of r a i n charge on the instantaneous value of I rather than on the 
average value whilst the drops are f a l l i n g i s explained i f clouds, 
r a i n and point dischar^ge ions move horizontally at the same speed, 
Simpson found that tended towards a maximum value f o r high 
rates of r a i n f a l l , and suggested that at t h i s maximum a l l the ions 
are swept up by the ra i n . I f t h i s i s so, the results of the present 
work require the effective separation of discharging points to be 
appreciably less than .6,7 metres. Judging from the exposure of 
the point used t h i s value i s low. I f so, Wilson's process cannot 
account f o r the observed r a i n charges, which must therefore be due 
to some other process operating near the earth's surface, effective 
f o r both signs of charge, and setting up the observed f i e l d as a 
secondary process. 
• I n furt h e r investigation of r a i n drop charges one should 
I2.S 
aim. at making a large number of measurements while atmospheric 
conditions are nearly steady. For r a i n without point discharge, 
especially i n quiet weather, a much more sensitive amplifier i s 
required but a high rate of measurement i s not necessary. I n 
very disturbed conditions and when there i s point discharge a high 
rate of measuring drops i s desirable, though the charge s e n s i t i v i t y 
l i m i t of the apparatus may not nee^ to be better than 0,1 x 10 
e.s.u. 
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